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Foreword

The response to thefirst, three issues of English for American Indians and the

()

number of requestifor i0Oividual copies have made us feel that compilation of

these issues might prove u iful for teachers and those involved, m planning in.

servicetraitthIgworkshope.Tharticlesincludd.rangefromauggested language
N..

activities for pre-school and beginner class to compositioftitichniques for the

secondary classroom with appropriate hibl graphic material accompanying

each article.

We very much hope you will.filf this Currioilum Bulletin useful. Additional

copies areavailable
-,\

on request from this office.

es,

iv

Thomas R. Hopkins
Chief; Division of Evaluation
Research, and Development



EDITOR'S NOTA

of 1967, the Center for Applied Linguistics conducted a study of English

language teaching problems in BIA schools. One of the recommendatiOns that grew

. out of this study was the publication of a newsletter which would have three

principle aims:

1

"(a) to provide infoxmatibn on existing and prospective materials in the

t,

field! of English as a second language suitable to the needs of.
1(-

Ameroican Indian students;

(b) to provide,a means for the exchange of information between teachers

and others involved in the teaching of English in the BIA educational

system and to keep them in touch with significant new experimenta-

tion, both widin the, system and elsewhere; and

(c) to pkovide articles of practicval inter4st,to teachers of English

to American Indians."1

Under the direction of Sirarpi Ohannessian, Director of the English for Speakers

of Other Languages Program at the Center, English for American, ndians was initiat

r.k.....

Th°to meet these aims. So much interest has been generated by the material presepted

in the first,three issues of this publication that it seemed a good idea to 4gprint

the feature articles and bibliogvaphies, in order to insure a continued supply and

to present the material in a more convenient form for teacher training workshops

and libraries.

1,. Sirarpi Ohannessian, Editor's Note,English for American Indians,
Fall, 1960.
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The articles included in this collection deal with ESL instruction ftom the'i)re-

school through the secondary level. "Language Drill and Young Ghildren" by

Muriel Saville is of special interest to those of us who are involved in the

Bureau s kindergarten program,. Di. Saville's approach represents only one of

many to English language teaching at the kindergarten level, but it is essential

that we be exposed to a Wide.variety oeideas in dealing with the problem,
.

especially during this period of formulating a program. Dr. Saville, who re-

ceived her training in linguistics at the University of Texas at Austin, has

taught kindergarten' in the California schools and was part of a research project

concerned with the teadhing'Of English of Spanish-speaking kindergarten students.
f 'I

Loit)McIntosh, Associate Professor of -B4g1shit the University of California
,

at Los. Angeles, has had extensive background in teacher training, materials

development and has produced a film on teething English to Mexican-American

children--"Starting English Early." :Teachers will find many useful ESL

activities in "Beginning School in a Second LangUage."

4

Gerald Dykstra, now at the Uhl rsity of Hawaii, is the author of A Course in

Controlled Composition: Ananse ales, a series which is widely, used in Bureau.

secondary schools. Professor Dykstra's 'Breaking Down.Your Writing Goal

discusses controlled composition techniques and their rationale..

"The.feacher's Bookshelf" a listing of text and background materials has been

compiled by Carol 3. Kreidler, who is now ASsociate Director of the Center's

English for Speakers of Other Languages Program, wascoordinator of the

Intensive Course at the English Language Institute, University of Michigan and

has tau t in the xperienced Teacher Pellowship'Program at Georgetown Univer-

° sity. Mrs. Kreidler is the author of a book on ESL vildial aids published by the

USIA, and is one of the co-authprs of A Set of 252 Pictures for

4
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Teaching English as a Foreign Language. She is the editor of On Teaching

English to Speakers of Other LanguageSst Series Two, published by NCTE, and

assisted Sirarpi Ohannessian in The Reference List of Materials for English as

a SecOnd Language, Parts 1 and 2, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1964,.1966.

We wish.to express our appreciation to the Center for Applied Linguistics, to

Miss Ohannessian and her staffi- and to the authors how have contributed to
=.1

English for American Indians...,

Evelyn Bauer
Education Specialist
English as a Se and Language
Division of Cur iculum
Development a :Review

9,
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'LANGUAGE DRILLcAND YOUNG CHILDRE

by Muriel Saville

a

Linguists and educators have developed efficient methods
of teaching.English as a second language using various
types,Of pattern drills. They have contended that lan-
guage, habits are best de eloped when students repeat phono-
logical and :grammatical tructures as ,a group and as indi-
viduals. Instead of tal ing to students' about language
and teaching by translation, they have taught English by
having studerits use the 1 nguige in drills which have been
structured to present new linguistic elements in an ordered
sequence and to reinforce them through frequent practiCe.

In 4ipte of the often succ, ssful use of these language
teachiniemethods with ode children and adults for a
quarterof a century, their application to early,chi14-
hood-educ*ion has not been completely accepted. There
remains a feeling.among soM educators that young children
"catch" a second language, through exposure to others who
speak ip, and that structure' language lessons violate
ome principles of "natural' growth and development.

I is quite true that a child who ,grows up with standard
E gtish spoken all around him usually speaks the language
with sufficient fluency by fir tsgrade to permit communica-
tion with adults and peers in inguistic structures which
are far more complex than those he will<meet in the begin-

Vning'read ng material. But man children,' including thou
:'sands of merican Indians, do not fit this delvelopmental

pattern. ey ei0er do not hear English spoken by family
and"friends, or they are "exposed" to a non-standard form
of the language which may,differ substantially from the,
variety,Which they will need in school. Englishis not
a secure and unconscious habit they bring to the new
school environment; it is rather a foreign element to be
.conquirecebefore further, learning,can take.place.4

Dr. Sav1Ile is Assistant Professor, Departmen of English,
oin the College of Liberal Arts at Texas A&M U iversify.

1
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Whether or notWa bilingual program is imedi tel feasible
in,any particular classroom, Engliih-isoan i po tant coin- a

ponent of instruction.* Althoughbeginning re ng mate-
riald Ire now being developed in some Ameri'ar Indian lan-
guages; including Navajo and Hopi, and mu' le rning can
take place without textbooks if a teach -r is creatit;e, the
acquisition of English, is a prefequis to withinithe United
States for higher education, and f social and economic,
mobility.

My own experiences in teach g English as a second language
at both ttiorkindergarten nd university levels haVe con-
vinced me that in a classroom situatidn'a language` is not
caught by mere exp7re, but requires a sequential and
systematic present ion of structural elements'for maxi-
mum effectivenesa.and efficiency with, students of all
ages. When proVisions are made for different interest'
levels and attention spans, I believe language "drill"
is Compatible with the more informal curriculum of early
childho /education. I would like to illustrate tyies
of langlige activities, which have been developed specif-

.

ipally for teaching the contrastive sounds; of English to
children in kindergarten, beginner, or first grade class=
rooms.

Carefully graded, lessons to present English sentence
-

structures are already available to.most teachers. An
early lesson for students with no knowledge of English
might consist of the teacher holding up several objects
in turn, saying "a " with each and ,having the children
repeat each phrase. Individual children would then take
turns selecting an object and saying "a ". There is
not enough information on the learning styles in different
cultures to permit' safe generalizations, but the following,
order provides a-guideline for language.activities: (1)
recognition -- the teacher provides a verbal model;'(2)
imitation the group responds; (3) individual production.

2
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During the frees petiod whidh follows such an ele-
mentary presentation, the objects intrO4uced'in the. drill
(i.e. doll,'bead, peg/ball, truck, bloa)should be
available to the children. The'teaCher,and aide would.

encouiage the:children to identify the objects 'verbally '-
during that time. Whenever possible, more than, one ob-
ject should be used to illustrate the range of meaning..
appropriate to" each word. -"Doll"`includes rag doll, large
doll, andsmall doll; "bead" includeS\square bead, red
bead, yellow bead, and round bea4., Further abstraction
will be achieved as these objects are ptesented inwic-
tures and then on-small.flash cards whidh can be used by*
pairs of children in soza of the pattern practices,and in
response to the teacher in gwoup activities. The sub-
sesuent lesson would expafid these phrases to comp1e6.
sentences, "This is a ",, and nnew wdrds should Be pre-
sented in structures of gradually increasing zoniftle)4ity.

Correct pronunciation shdUld be a component of anguage
instruction fA,pm the beginning so that faulty habits will
not be'practiced as,Einglish is acquired. Children who

/ have-learned some vocabulary items before entering school
often still use:dp-1.r native sound system_ 4n producing

a them, so that this aspect of instruction benefits even
those who may afready be,aille4t) communicate in4EtjlishL
While most vocabulary, development will "cur when words
are presented in carefully 9saded sentence pattern's,.,
many new -words will be learned in pattern practich of
the type suggested below. -- particularly if pictuvis And
objects are available to illustrate each lesson. °Seir
primary function, however, is to teach'the recognition
and product on 9f sounds which, are dontrastive'id English,
bUt not i t e language whidh is native to the childrqp.

%.A paii?of English s unds Which is' diffidult or speakers
0

of wanly American Indian languages such ai Nao, Papage
Alabama, 'Hopi, and Eskijp, is the /9/ of 'thing and the
/d/ of this A pattern requiring frequent use of /9/ eis

*.Slashes,,as i* /p/ and /b/, are used to indicate the
basic sounds or phonemes of a language. These sounds c6n-
trdst with other-Sounds in the language and make it pos...'

sible to indicate differences in meaning in,such words as,
for instaike, "pack" and "back" in English. In srandard

..,

English orthography, phOnemes are indicated in a lirieti
of ways, e.g. /i/ is often indicated by the following-
spellings: fit, women,.system; e5c., and /f/ by 2hoto,

.. rykk, stalgo etc.
.

/
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"Thimble, thimble, who has the thimble, played.as you do
"Button0.button, who has the button". You may then give
the thimble (or any other article containing /9/) to one
child And have him say "Thank, you for the thimble". He
chooses a child and passes the thimble on to him. The
game continues until each child has had a chance to say
"Thank you for the),IiiMble".' This sound ls reviewed daily
during sna801time if each child ays "Thanleyou" when he
is served.

The sound /d/ may be practiced'by teaching the song "Here
We Go Round,the'Mulberry Bush", Have the children act,
out all the verses which begin "This is the way we # "
Individual ch'ildren produce /d/ in a game where one child

'it' and saws "Do this" as, he pertooms some actlyn.
All (4 the children imitate 110, It Le t? s "DO that",
anv °Oilld who imitates hitIvit

1:

Att both ik.41 and /d/ eau be ItodukA'd, several pat torus
mav be praeticed i to which they must be distinguished.

Hay., several spools or difterent colored thread in f,ront
of tire class. The children take turns saying "1 th"nk 1

. want, the 'thread", practicing color names as welf as
the s'oundsTheing drilled: You may also have a relay race.
Give each team a thimble ip pass to the next in line. As
a child basses the, thimble .to thee one behind him he must
say "This is a thimble". Once the children,h0Z learned -
the English labels fdr several objects containing /9/ and
/d /, 'put these, or pictures of them, on a table in front
of the-class. Say "I'm thinking of something that's. on
the table. What is it?" One child at tra time answers, "I
think it's the ", until the object is guessed. The
child who names lie object is then 'it' and has others .

guess what h is thinking of Phonological drill can also
1e -incorporated into lessons for concept development.
Discuss the meaning of the words "thick" and "thin". Then

.let children in turn point toa picture of object and say
"The is (thick or thin)". After attention has
been called to shapes, put various objects in a bag. The
children take turns reaching in without looking and guess
what the object is by the way Lt feels: They should say
"I thinit this is a 11

.

While individual and ,small group responses are often deF'

4 sirable, at times the entire clasR.should repeat words
after the teacher; whose pronunciation serves as a model.
This can be made more-interesting for young children by'
telling Odin about echoes and making such drill an "echo
game". The childien need not know the'meanings of all

4
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the words to profit from such activity. A suggested Xist
foe /9/ and /d/ would be:

this bathtub bathe
.thumb mother mouth
that

' panther lathe
thread father moth

. they birthday smooth
think feather teeth

Voiced and voiceless stops donot contrast in .many lan-
g To introduce It/ and /d/, first, using your nat-
ural pronunciation, say the names of several pictures
representing words that contain /t/ in the initial and
final positions.* Then have the children repeat them as
the picture is shown:

tdy foot
telephone meat
tree plant
toe ,cat

television . rat

Put the pictures ln front of the class and let each child
take a turn with the pointer, touching a picture and say-
ing, "I am touching the Then say the names of sev-
eral pictured objects which contain /d/ Ad have the child-
ren-repeat these after you: .

Ali
duck c ,red,
doe
doll hand
dish R bed
ciesk salad

Make several, colored deer, dogs, ducks;,and donkeys from
construction paper. As a child takes his turn he might
saw to'another "Do you want a red duck ?" The child who is
asked answers either "Yes, I do want a red duck", or "No,
I don't'went a.eed duck. ,I want a green dot." The child
who has chosen'an animal then asks another "Do you want a

4

,

* /t/ and /d/ between vowels in the middle of words are
pronounced alike in many dialects of Atherican English;
and.bare different ,from /t/ and'biLins initial and final
positions e.g. totter, batted, diddle, etc.

14.



blue donkey?" continue this game until all the animalb
have been chosen.

'o help teach the distinction between /t/ and /d/, make a
.chart with two pockets and paste one picture illustrating
a word beginning with 41 over one pocket 0d one illus-
trating a word beginnin g with /d/ over, the other. Paste
pictures of objects whose names contain /t/ or 9'd /,,on sev-

eral flash cards and have the childreq'sort them into the
appropriate pockets. Atiog, for instance, should be Put
in the pocket under the doll, and a cat under the picture
of a television.' If the children do.not know all of the
necessary labels, the teacher should supply them as each
picture is selected. The same pictures of objects whose
narks contain /t/ and /d/ may be used to play "Take and
Trade". The first child who is 'it' says "I will, take a
(truck)." He4holds it in 'front of the class. The next
child says "I. will take a (telephone). Willyou rade

your (truck) for my (telephone)?" All childen w10 have
had a turn remain standing until the game is over Iso Oat
the participants may have a chance totrade forva i * item
,already chosen.,,This game requirds a more compl T sen- ,

tence pattern, and the children will.require pro ting,a
few times until, it has been learned. A child wholdoes
not yet want to use English, but whoovants to pariticipate

in such activities, should be allowed to have a/turn, with
theteacher providini the necessary langudge pattern.

-

Similar activities may be used for /k/ andAfo
e

,Xn.add
.4,.t

tion,words containing /k/ and /g/ should.Me said tiS.,
teacher. The children are instructed to Clap or raise\
their hands when'they hear /k/, but not /g/., If this is

too difficult, first use words with /k/ and, words with en-
tirely dissimilar consonants, Such as man; floor, 0,
green. Then put a picture illustratinir word-containing
/k/ or /g/ on each rung of a ladder cut from conStruction
paper. The children can "climb'the ladder" by tell*
what is on each step) climbing up and down.

Minimal paiks are very usefut,for teaching the contrasts
in English phonology once the concepts "same--different"
have been taught withconcrete objects and pictures.
Without concern for meaning, the teacher should then ask
"Are these 'Oords the same or different?"

cat -- cat
cat -- dog

# man -- man
girl -- boy 15

0
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When gross differences can be distinguished, drill may
begin on those sounds which are contrastive in the child-
ren's native language, but inp siniMal English pairs, such
as:.

man -- tan
car -- far

Finally, minimal pairs should be presented which contain
the English phonemes which are not contrastive in thc na-
tive language, such 0 /k/ and /g/.for speakera,ofEskimo
and Hopi:

cave .gave
Kay. -7. gay

crew --.grew
Cot. --4ot,
came, garnet
cab -- gab
coat -- goat.

These can be used e following way:

Teacher: cave -- cave
%Children: same
teacher: cot -- got

° Children: different°

The contrast' should be first introduced in Op °initial
position i.n Wile word, where it' can be Allkd:mbA easily.
Children who are reludiant'to"speak can clap whetn.'il4e
words are different, raise their handl, or ring a'bellA

: .

The contrast of the voiceless stop /p/ and the voiced
stop /b/ in English

.

is a particular problem for speakers
of Navajo.. The Navajo stop /b/ is similar to ih6 Ehglish
unaspirdtpd [p] in "spot", but can'never occur in final
position. The echo game can,be used to give Navajo child-
ren practice in pronoun g /p/ in various environments:

,pan apple - soap
pen happy tap
pig
Peter

° pull

pretty
pony

rapid rap
staple gap
maple Icap
open ship
paper cup

16
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Put small articles with names containing /p/ in Packages.
quickly made y wrapping them in newsprint. Children

(choose one an say "My Ackage has a in it." The,
same type of practice canbe done for the voiced stop /b/.
Make a list of a few words showing /b/ in initial, medial
and finait,positions and have the children repeat them.
Then have each child put an object into a flag and show it.
to the Class.saying "My ^ag a in it."

Both /f/ and /v4, are new speech sounds for Navajo child-
ren. They should first be presented in echo games with
words to be repeated Aft r the teacher. Then put pictures -

or obActs containing /f,' in a bag for the "finding" ganie.
The children take turns taking something from the bag and
'saying` "I found a ." For furthersuctice, one child
is blindfolded and touches another child who must say
"Fee, Fie, Foe, Fum." If the blindfolded -child guesses
the speaker, he can be 'it' again. When is introduced,
play a "visiting" game. The teacher says ,"Joe, who do
you want to visit?" Joe replies "D want to visit Rose.'
He tales Rose's place in her 'chair and Rose.is asked who
she wantsfto visit. The game continues until many of the
children have changed.places.

'. .

The contrast between /1/ an0 Yv/ can be practiced by cut-
ting fish of,,different colors acid attaching a: paper clip
to each. The\children go fishing with a pOle and magnet
and say when they are successful, "I have a ,(color) fish.'

Consonant clusters usually present a problem for children
learning English. An echo game maybe used for both ini-
tial and final clusters. All of" the, following examples
contain /s/, but others may be added:.

%.1stove spool
`school spider
sponge stone

'sharks sheets
tacks cats
tents hops,

f

stool
.spoon
stack

maps

barks
bats

Minimal pairs may be used in a 'same -- different activ-
ity, as suggestedabove.

sale -- scale
suit scoot
soon -- spoon
sake -- steak
cider spider 17

- 8
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worse -- works
toss -- tops
lbss - -ti lots

bass -- bats
toss -,.- toSsed

/ .

Vowels are harder than
guish, and they should
the "drill" techniques

.as in cut, and Ar/, as
blesome.

consonants for children to distin-'
probably not be emphasized until
have been established. English /a /,
in cat, are usually the most trou-

ay these words that contain /a/ and have the children
pal y the echo game and repeat them after you:

cut
,shut

mutt
putt
run

but
bunt
'fun

one
nut

hunt
,r.-ut

sun
gun
come

Repeat the prededing words along with several that do not
contain the sound W. Have the c ildrenfraise their
hands whenever they hear a word ontaining /4/.

Nextuse words that contain both /a/, as in father, and
/4/, as -in Ingther, in the sable manner:-

. /
cut

..4 bond P

bdh
rot

- hunt '

hop

'cot

. but

pdp
fun
doll
nut.

r

mop
bunt
box
but
got
one

Have the children repeat-the following minimal pairs and
then use them f9/a "same -- different" pill:

cot -- cut
,

.r.

dock -- duck
clock -- luck doll -- dull
not -- tilt hot-.-- het
sock 1.-,/ suck. pop -- pup
pot ---/putt. , cItck'-- cluck

4 A \
Contrast /4/ with /e/ in the same way in such wads as

makebut and.bet,/and then make another chart with two pockets.
A minimal p Jr, such as/pictures representing "run" and
"wren" show d be pasted over the pockets. The children
sort pictur s as suggested for /t/ and /d/.

18
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Cut shoes from colored paper and use a wooden doll bed.
The children take turns choosing a alr,etshoes and say-
ing "I put the (color) shoes u.der the bed." This exer-
case may be combined with a 1=sson on ptepositions and
shoes may be put on the bed a .112y the bed as appropriate.'

Th' vowel /a/ may be introduced with an echo game:

band
map
rat
hat
back

cap
pat
have
lamp
bag

e *

sand
calf
at

hand
van

Have pictures of a cat and several hats of different col-
ors prepared'for use on a flannel board. Each child
chooses a hat, puts it on the cat, and,says "I put, a
(color) hat' on the cat.", Then have the children color
and cut out a hat, bat, or cat. Each child, holds his pic-
ture in front of him and says "I'm a ."

Let the children hear and feel the difference between /a/
and /11/ by repeating these minival pairs:

cot -- cat got -- gat spot -- spat
pot -- pat hot -- hat not -- gnat
rot -- rat tot -- tat cop -- cap
-mop -- map- bond -- band bog -- bag
bottle -- battle

Have p4tures of a cot and several cats of different col-
ors prepared for the flannel'board.?Eacti child chooses aip
cat, puts it on the cot, and says "I put a:(color) cat,on
the cot." For additional practice with this vowel.con-
trast, the, children may stand or sit in a circle and throw
a ball back and forth to one another, saying "(Name),
catch the ball", as they thiow.

Certain types of activities will be more effective than
others with different teachers and different groups of
children. Those which ard most effective should be
adapted for introducing and reviewing other sounds.

Knowing whih English phonemes require direct teaching, is
essential if a teacher is to be sensitive to the child-
ren's language errors and prepared to correct them. The
problem areas may) be predicted from a contrastive analysis
04 the native language and English. There area few works
providing information on convastive features of English

10
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and American Indian languages, such as English as a Second
Language for Navaios: An Overview of Certain Cultural and
Linguistic Factors by Robert Young, and A Teacher's Guide
for Teaching English to Native Children of Alaska (EskimP
and Atha1paskan) edited b9k Donald H. Webster.* Three arti-
cles designed,to'point out majbrprOblems that differences
between English-on the one hand and Navajo, Papago and
Choctaw on the other pose for the speakers of these lan-
guages are in preparation in a project conducted by,the
Center for Applied Linguistics. imilar articles for oth-
er Indian languages would be vb useful for teachers.and
those interested in the prepay tion of materidls.

7

* For details on these, see English for American Indians,,
Fall 1968 pp. 21-22.
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THE TEACHER'S BOOKSHELF

by Carol J. Kreidler

I. Yu the TeachWp Reference

In the Fall 1968 issue of this newsletter general course
materials were discussed. Even with agood series of
texts,- the teacher often finds it desirable to supplement
the material with further exercises from outside sources
to elaborate an area or point which his students find
particularly difficult. The, material's suggested below
re a few that may serve as a source for suck supplemen.-
tary work. They were not all written for the English as
a second-fangUage classroom, but allhave something to
offer the teacher who needs maferiakto supplement his
regular texts. ''t ('''''

For remedial work on pronunciation there are some excel,-
lent sets of materials. One such is-;Clifford H. Prator's
Manual of American English Pronunciation-(rev. ed., 2
vols..; NeW York: Rinehart, 1957), which has been used in
teacher training classes as well as for teaching the.for-
eign students for whom it was written. It contains a'
thorough treatment of consonants, vowels; stress, intona-
tion and rhythm, including articulatory, descriptions, dia-
grams and,d0.11 material.

-

Another set , of materials is the three-volume series by
English Language Services, Inc., entitled Drills and Exer-
cises in English Pronunciation ('New York: Collier-Macmil-
lan, 1966-67., mentioned on page 14 of the Fall. 1968 issue.
Consonants and Vowels Containspshort'arills for practicingi
vowels, di,,Pitthangs, consonants and consonant clusters in' '
single' words,' contrasting words, and sentences.. The other
tWo/volmeS in the series; Stress-and Intonation: Part I
art Part II, deal With 'word stress, stress, in word comma"

bin dons, common intonation patterns in English, phrase
Stress, and intonation' patterns for contrast and emphasis.
ere are numerous'exercises including marked dialogues,

readings, speeches and poems,

There are many sources for grammatical, explanations or
supplementary grammar drills. Jean Praninskas' Rapid

12
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Review of English Grammar: For Students of, nglish as a
Second.Language (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1961; 310 pp.) is, as the words 'rapid review indicate,
for adAanced students, but it will also be useful as
sou ce material for teachers of other levels. The eipla,,

(
na 4.ons are'clear and,sound. The lessons begin. ith a
sh rtireading seIecc4pn which VA:ustrates various gram7
maticb.1 points and balsic sentence patterns which Ore ex-,
plained and practiced in the lesSon.

., ...

English Language Services, Inc., has a three- volume se-
ries entitled English Grammar Exercises (New, York: Col-!

.,.ier-Macmillan, 1965). There are no gramMatiCal-explana,,.
tions in the. books.° .The patterns, beginning with simple
forms and progressing to.a quite:advanced:level, are il-
lustrated by basic examples, then practiced. n several
drills., The Key to English Series (English. Language Ser-
vices,:lnq. 10 vols., New York: Collier-Macmillan, 1964--
66) deals with parts of the English language which. cause
difficulty to.many learners: prepositions, tWoliPrd verbs,
Verbs, vocabulary, figurative expressions, not", and ad-
jectives. There is also a volumeoA letterAmiting. Each
volume contains'explanations, sentence illustrations,
readings and exercises.

Another volume of exercises is Virginia French Allen-and
Robert L. Allen's Review Exercises for English as a For-
eign Language (New York: Crowell, 1961; 149 pp.). ThiS
volume deals with both grammar and vocabulary. The first
part contains exercises on tag questions, pronouns, prep-
ositions, auxiliaries, sequence of;tenses, 'word order,
and indirect speech. The second part gives practice on ,

the more difficult words from the first ,three. thousand of
the ThorndikeILorge word count..

t lehgenerative. or 'trAnsfo,mational-generative'
.gra r-is one which is very pop i r now Probably /the
ne est c the few tbxtbooksbas a n transformationA
rammar is,William E. Rutherfo 41s Modern. English: AText-
book for Foreign Students°(N*Aork: Harcourt, Brace &
WOrld, 1968; 482 pp..). For those,teachers with advanced
students thereare many interesting types of exercises
which can be used as transition from pattektn drill to

. free converSation Additionally, thetteacher with some
background in transforniational analysis will find the
grammatiCal explanations very helpful. The teacher who -

,_does not 'haVe such background probably will not be able
-to use this book fOr quick help in the explanation of
grammatical poirits. An accompanying Instructor's Manual

22
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provides further material and brief notes on teaching
Lparts of each resson.

Any of the aboveibboks bhould give the teacher enough
exercises or explanations to make his "job of suPplemeint-

. inkthe student's texts an easier one. But there are
othtr.kinds of .materials which might be classed as sup-
plementary which are also ()f value to the classroom

ateacher.

Dictionaries are essentiai aids in the clOsSroom. The
Advanced Learner's DiCtionary,,,of,Current English byA.S.
Hornby, g.v. Ghtenby, and Vii. Wakefield (2nd ed., London:
Abcford Univ. Press, 190; 1200 pp.) is the largest and
most recentdictionary prepared for students and teach-
ers of English as a foreign language. Since it was writ-
ten by British authors it reflects British vocabulary
usage. This nerd not be a hindrance, howeve the.

,

American English use of those words that are different
is given in the efinition. TKis should be an extremely.
useful book for e reference shelf in the classroom be-
cause of ttiV si plified explanations and definitions.
There is also a great deal -of information English
grammdr which is not found in.regular dictionaries: for

,\ example, countable nouns are marked by [C] and uncount-
ables by°[U]. Twenty -five verb patterns are described .

and illustrated at the beginning 1of the dictionary. Each
verb entry is then keyed to the,patterns in which it may
occur. The transcription of pronunciatioir is that.of
the Intern< ational P4onetic Association (IPA);}

Major American dictionary publishers have several dic-
t i'', tionaries which, although not written,for n6h=ftative

speakers of'English, are graded on several levels and
thu us appropriate and useful far your classes. The Thorn-
dike-Barnhart High School Dictionary (Edward L. Thorndike
`and Clarence .-Barnh#tt,-eds.;rev. ed., Fair Lawn, N. J.

/
SCOtt, Foresman, 1902) t'ene (if a series of dictionaries
Prepared for the'us4 of, Students 'Also available are be- /
ginning, juriiir, adyanCed junior, {end college dictionaries/.
In ordering}thtidefinitiong-in eac entry these/dictio#. /
nodes, list the morelfiequently use meanings first'. Webr
ster's dictionaries} (Springfield; s$ .; G. and C. Mer-riam, 1963) give definitions with }the ,earlies.timeanirigs
listed first. They includeVebster's.ElementarylDiceio'
nary and Webster's New Secondary School Dictionary,'as
well as Webster's_Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary.

. \ k
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Not a dictionary in the traditional sense because it does
Ntnot contain)definitions.of the words used, John S'. Kenyon

\ and Thd'mas A. Knott!,0A Pronouncing Dictionary of American
English (4th eds., SPringfieldi-Mass.: M:and C. Merriam,
1053; 484 p.);gives the pronunciation. of'a great body of

9)the comm
\

wordS. in American English. The-Pronunciation,
given.in IPA transcriptidn,'is *tat is "rather vaguely Called
-stand d sppech% Variations'in pronunciation, either re
gion or social, are also' recorded where necessary.

i

,The,probleb of finding-interesting things to .enrich, and
: en iven class activities is a major one for the' classroom
to cher. Games, for example, are important, perhaps es-
s tial elements of die elementary class, and can proiride

i
a useful changelof pace for ,high school and ad-tilt classes
s well. Language-Teaching Games-and Contests by W.R.-.
ee (London:.0xford'Univ. Press, 1965; 166 pp'.) is a. gold

Owe of suggestions for adding iariety to practice in::
English. The book is dedicated "to all, teachers.who'be-(
lieve that in foreign-language learning enjoyment and.

-success go' together." The games 'are grouped according to,/
types of learning activity: oral games; pronunciation //'
games; reading and writing games; spelling games; and a
'group called "Mixed Bag", which are language games but
which do not concentrate on a particular language" learn-

point. Although the games included are generally
those that will appeal to children, there is a listing in
the appendix which includes suggestionsas to the age
grotips, the-language proficiency levels, the group sizes,'
and the indooli or. outdoor settings for which the games
are suited./

Another source of language games is Gertrude Nye Dorrys
Games for Second Language Learning (New York: McGraw- '0

Hill, 1966; 56 pp.). Although the title indicates broad-
zer use, the games included are really for English A a
second language. Almost all of the games that are de-
scribed are for Ose,ift the classroom and with the entire
class pa5ticipatingiregardless of,its,size. There are
numberflames, spelling games,,vocabulary games; structure-
practica games, pronunciation games, rhyming.games, a
miscellaneous other types of games. Preceding each°
is information on'thellevel for which it'is intende4 the
size limit of the/ group, and the type-,of game. The index
at the end of the' book charts the games, their types
(blackboard, oral', active etc.), and'their suitabi

each of prpfici

not er way to Ild or maintain cl s interesy/is
hrough visual ai Written for u e in teac er training
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colle4es overseas, Simple Audio-Visual Aids,to Foreisn-
Language Te thing by.W.R. Lee and 'Helen aoppen(2nd ed.,
Londo : Oxf rd Univ- Press, 1969; 122 pp. emphasizes in-
expens aids, mostly visual, for oral EnallSh practice.
It is di ided-into two parts: first, thp aids and their
uSe; and second, making aids. The first part suggests

"many simple and practical things to use: blackboard draw-
. ings (the section includes simple sketches of actions ,

that can be drawn in a few seconds), wall-pictures; pos1-
.

ers, color slides, puppets and charts. The part on mak-
ing aids includes information on kinds of,paper to be used,
how to apply ink and color, copying and enlarging, display
ing pictures, how to make-and display charts, and how to
make simple puppets. Si ce manY'of,the overseas teachers
that this book is intend d/ /for do not have access to ready-'
made aids or even to a s lec ion Of materials.to make tte

" aids, there. are many s ge ions for the use of easily ae-'
cessible materials an easily constructed aids_.

Often the teacher can find,suggestions for,explaining ai

difgicult point or for class activities in practical peri-
6diCalsc---Ti-lese suggestions are ften made by oeheteach-o,

ers on the bAses of something tha worked, in their own
classes. In the Fall 1968 issue of the newsletter, gention
wag-made of the publications of the Association of Teach-
ers of English to Speakers of.Other.Languageg,' the TEpL
Quarterly and the TESOL Newsletter. These contain valuable
and, practical information. There are-many other periodi-
cals for teaching English.,to speaMrs of other langUages
published in various countries in the w6r1d.---trfakever,
most of, them are not easily accessible. English Language 0
Teaching (London:. Oxford Uni.v. Press, 1945-1; Published

-
,three times per yed) is a very practical journal, easily
acCessible which is aimed at the many English'teachers in
countries around the world. There -are many interesting
techniques in each issue. The journal usually reflects
British views' of language teaching and overseas teaching'.
s'tuations,'but much that it.contains can be immediately
a plicable-rethe Ingan teaching situation.. Interesting
f atures of the jourca,1 include the book reviews; the
uestion Box" where questions from readers, usually about
ints of grammar and usage, are'answeredl and "Readers'

etters"whi0 usually contain cpmrde s on previously pubr
fished articles.

nother useful British pub cation is Language Teaching Ab-
tracts (New York: Camb idge Univ. Press, 1968

; quarter-
y).° The abstracts e object e/summa ies of articles 61 --.--
sychology, lingui ics, studio of pa ticular modern\'\\



langtiages, ark language learnin4 and teaching. Although-
'

not devoted to EnglisOteaching exclusively, the artikles- ,s

abstracted are of interest to 'classroom teachers of En-
glish. These abstracts are an excellent *ay

i
to 'keep ,in!'

.
touch with work being done in the field of language4teach- ;

ing in Vb,tious countries, as well as the United States.. (

Several of fhepublications thatohave'been mentioned above
were written by British authors. ,Long"befdre/the early
1940's, When 'teaching English, to speakers of"other ldh-

guages.becametan important. interest-1n tne United States,
the British were teaching English-in man ,countries over-

,seas.

4
The. British view of language teaching,often refl*cts the
teaching situation found in el:asses. in Asia 4d1Africa.
The follOwiag-are"geneial methodologylpooks-which reflect
Briti*1, pragtices$' They are listed here for those who
wislftp-h,aVe information on a more internati6nal view of
language teaqhing:'Ihose whoao9k into them ;1.1i find a
seat. number of extremely practical Oggestiolns.

dition, the classroom situation for which these books *ere.
"mitten may not in, some ways be very different from that
found in many, BIA sch9ols.

,

lows, F.L. The Techniques of Language.
Teaching. Londbn;'Longmans, 1961. 259 pp,

Derrick, Juhe. Teaching English to Immigr nts.
(Education Today: Language Teaching.) Lon- k
don: Longmans, 1966.. 256 pp.

6-

French, .G. Teaching English as'an
tion Language:: LOndon:\Oxford,-Univ.
Press, 1963. 112 pp. \

Percival\ Tea-ching English, as a For-
elia,LartguagefLondawn: Longmans, 1955.
200 pp.'

;

West, Michael.,Te4chingEnglish in Difficult
Circumstances. London: Longmans
136 pp,,

Since the,following Section on,materials for the classrool,
deals withreader

material on r ding. p.C. Miller's Teaching\%-a
to include somes, it eems appropriate

:the Readitng PaSsage-Uondon Oxford Univ. 1Press,61966; -142
pp.) uggesOt that aching the given passage should s q
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include training in both reading and compreherisionr'oral
drill in,vogaWary and structure, and considerable pro-
nunciatifini*actice. It is designed for use at the be-

,

ginning and intermediate levels'. Charles C. Fries''Lin-
.guistics and Reading (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston
1963; 265 pp.) is an attempt to bring together knowledge,
about language, which linguistics has provided 'over the
past Cehidiyand--shalfaImpwledge,about the teaching
of reading as learned from suyeyirig the' fit tHeories°,'
and practices. The approach advocated is to indicate
the relation-between/the sound and tht spe,lling pattern.
Methods and materials through which the process of leart-
ing to read may be//accomplished are discussed.

uistics and the TeachinCarl A. Lefevrels
(New York: McGraw
modern descriptio
suggested is diff
author refers to
is an attempt to
the equivalent pa
readable and is a
English language.

of Readin
Hill, 1964;4252 pp.) also makes use of
s of English, but thereading method
rent from that advocated by Fries.' The
t.as the "sentence method". The book
elate oral English sentence patterns to
terns in writing and print. It is very 4
ood source of information about the

In the Fall 1968 issue of the newsletter, mention was
made of the forthcoming supplement to the Ohannessian
Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Lan-
guage. This supplemen, which inclu es materials pub-
lished between 1964 and 1968, is now available from the
Center for Applied Linguistics.

II. For the Classroom

The classroom materials discussed in this issue have the*
general classification of readers. Because of our empha-
sis on.hearing and, speaking beforereading and writing,
most American reades are not just a collection of
stories but attempt to integrate all'of'the language
skills. In addition to comprehension or discuss.on ques-
tions and lists of the vocabulary-Which has been pre-
.sented4 there is often provision for vocabulary develop-
ment, dictation, or grammar review (often in the form of
oral practice). In other words, a reader is usually more
than a reader.

In selecting reading material either for classwork or
for the students' outside reading for pleasure, there'are
several questions the teacher asks himself, and these

,27
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questions were the 'most important considerations in se-
lecting the readers listed below. The questions are is
the subject matter of interest to the'age.level and cul-
tural background of the students; is the material suit-
able for the general English proficiency level of the
students; andlor class materials, do the exercises prb-
vide the kind bf practice in vocabulary development,
grammar review, dOmposition, oral drill and class discus-
sion whichewould benefit the student most.

In.genearel'eading,akealtion from general literature
are adapted by controlling vocabularyVid,Atu&ILy grmr

ical strndture..Thete is -no set list of structures
th t those Filo prepare materials can use at guidelines.'
What is usually done is to limit therstructureS: to those
taught in most intermediate level courses. Hopefully,
provision can be made in the reading and in the drills
for the students td reinforce through their reader what
they have already learned orally. Vocabulary, on thee
other hand, is-most frequently selected with reference
to word frequency lists. Usually these are one or the
other of the following: Edward L. Thorndike and Irving
Lorge, The Teacher!s Word Book of 30000 Words (New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univ.,
1944; 274 pp.) and Michael West, A General Service List
of English Words with Semantic Frequencies and Supplemen-
tary Word-List for the Writing of Popular Science and
Technology (London: Longmansr, 1953; 588 pp.).

A. Elementary Level

In the first issue of this newsletter, the Mimi Linguis-
tic Readers (53 vols., experimental ed., Boston: D.C.
Heat1.4 1964-66) were mentioned. These carefully organized

, materi4s comprise an introductory reading course for ele-,
fentary schools.

Another series of readers fo the upper elementary school
or junior high school level is Faye Bumpass'-,Let's Rcad

"Stories (5 vols, New York. Mctraw-Hill, 1965). The selec-
tions are adaptations of well -Known stories: RIP Vah Win-
kle, adapted from Wash' gton Irving (Book One); A Gift----r
from the Heart, from . Henry (Book Two); The Jumping Frog,
from Mark Twain, an The Last Leaf, from O. Henry' (Book
Three); David Swag, from Nathaniel'Hawthorte, and Tennes-
see's Partner, frpm Bret Harte (Tils,Four); The Ransom of
Red Chief, from 0. Henry, and The Cask of Wine from Edgar.
Allen Poe (Book Five). Rach lesson contains a part of

28 19
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the story follawed.by oral practice drills which are to
prepare the student for:the next reading passage. In-
tonation is marked by t line-arrow combination on 'sen-
:e:ces for oral drill. There are al!;,o conversation and
,Mprehension'exercises and fregnent keelewst At the

. end of each' story there is a final test. A brief sum-
nary of Cho author's life, a word liSt and suggestions
for teaching are included in each book. There are at-
tractive colorful illustrations..

Secondary Level

''eat, of the ,reading materials listed in this column as
liable forOke at) he secondary lelper*re not origi7

nally written fdr bne,exception is Book 6 _

of Ehglish for Today, described on page O' of the Fallo
19U8 issue of this newsletter. 0.

As with so many Aterican materials on Folish as a sec-
ond language, those listed in. this issue; were repared
for college level foreign students studyidg in the United
States. However, much of the content is generally of 11.-

terest. to students on the secondary level.

DaVid P. Harris' Reading improvement Exercises for Stu--
dents of English as a Fereign Language (Englewood Cliffs,

Prentice-Hall, 1 66; 178 pp.) is not a reader in
te. traditional sense. it is, As the title implies, in-
;.:! led for the 'improvement of the skill of reading f(21...

11-intermedi4te and advanced- stuamts., Part iis a
vocabulary test and d reading comprehension

L.est which covers both speed.and comprehension.''There
are als"d some suggestions .for increasing vocabulary.
Parts 11 - VT1 consist of exercises to increase speed

iecognitiou and comprehension, firSt of words, then
GI sentences, paragraphs, and longer prose pieces. Part

deals with scanning techniquesandPart iX contains
J

exercises to develop speed and accuracy in using a die-
!Alonary. A key to the exercises and-reading-time con-
version table are included.

The largest series of readers is English Language Ser-.

vie,es' Collier-Macmillan English Readers (New .Yorle: Got-
lier-Macmillan, 1965-68). This is a-graded series of 21
boo;s1 some of which -are specially written andisome of
whleh areoadapted. Six of the readers are supplementary-
to EnAlish 900 (see page 20 in theTall_1968 issue Of.the
newsletter). They-range from -beginning to intermediate-

20
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or

level of English proficiency. In addition there fare fif-
teen books on the 2040 - word, 3000 -word, and 4000-mcrd lev-
els. Comprehensfon and vocabulary exercises for the
ltories are at-the back of each book. A key to the exer-
cises and a flossary are also given at the back oi the
book:

44 Most of these readers resemble other Eng i:Sii7aSt-a-econd-
language readers, with one notable exception. This is
Magazing Reader, (400 -word level),:which looks like a nos-
azine; Since. the o iginal selections, which are from nag-
azines, have been ch ed veryJittle except forabridd
ment, it is suitable. pr marily for advapced students.
The selections include stories, articles, poems, and word-
pizzies from seventeen different magazines coverefAggener
a , news,r;women's, scientific, and hobby magazines, *Z

'we 1 as xportS and eutdoors magazines. each section be-
gins 00 an introduction which contains A discussion of
itypes:tif magazines which are included in that eite7,

gory. There are manY'illAtrationS-andp.i.cture.s, tech-
nical vocabulary. and Colloquial speech items are precedes
i.)11.,aSterisk'in the Selections explaincil in the
glossaryatthe,end of the reader. IhiSls certaihly
interestingWayto begin to build interest in oneftypeof
reading:that -ight:Tbe continued after thestadent,16aVeS
school.

Reader's Direst Readings:' English as a Second Lanicuame
(Kitchen, Aileen Traver, Virginia FrinCh Allen and Ken-
neth Croft, ds., 6 viols., Pleasantville, N. Y.: Reader's
Digest Services, 1963-64) is .a series of readers contain-
ing popular articles from the Reader's Diet which have
been edited for students of English as a second language.
Using, the Thorndike-Lorge word count Books One and Two
are at the 500-word level, Books Three and Four, at the
1000-word level, and,Oooks Five and Six,'at the 2000-word
level. New vocabulary items, which are introduced grad-
ually, are printed in bold-face type when first introduced
and explained at the bottom of the page. There is also a
glossary at the back of each, book. Exercises at the end
tyf easkt artidle are of the comprehension and vocabulary
types. An nswer keypto the exercises is at.the back oT
each b

RobZ.J. Dixson's seri s, The U.S-.A. (3 vole, New York:,
R ts 1959768) prese ts information about the United.
States itt4literesting a4d readable form. The first,b
The Land emell People; by 14xson,---has a vocabulary
range of am? wog The'readings4 Organized on

fi
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geographical; tines, are mainly historical, emphasizing the
giowth of the country. There. are comprehension questions
and some vocabulary drills following each selection. The
second book, Men and History, by Dixson and Herbert Fox,
has a vocabulary range of 1600 words. The readings are

*the-Atofies0 famous. men and the events -which made them
famo0. ,Factual information prededesSeach,selection as .

background. and following the selection are, true -false cog;
prehensioa questions, conversation and distustion questions
and vocabulary cheek-up. The third book, Men and Machines,

-by.Rachael*L. Chapman, has a vocabularyvange of 2400 words.
The readings. are the stories of the achievements of menwho
have contributed to the scientificvitduptriaN cultural
and social progress of the United States. Era selection
is preceded by background material and follocied by compre-
hensionquestions, vocabulary building exercises and con--
versation and discussion question's.

There is a general appeal to all ages in folktales. Vital
0. Einnerls American Folktales I: A Structured Reader, and ei
American Folktales II: A Structured Reader (New:York:
Thomas Y. Ctowellt 1966-68) would. probably appeal to in-
termediate level-students whether in 'upper elementary
school, high 'school or adiatbasie education claties.
Aftef each tale, some of the.struetures which were re-'
peatedly presented it the story are selected as models
for explanation and practice. The vocabtflary section of
the\exercises consists of lists of selected words from
tie story, selected idioms, related words and opposites.
There ArealsOcomprehension questions and stogy repelling
exercises, pronunciation review.ifid dictation exercises.
A sequel on a more advanced level; in the 3000-word range
of the Thorndiketi.orge count, is a two-yolume {series: In-
ternational Folktales I: A Structured Reader,s'and the
forthebming International Folktales II: A Structured Read-
er (New York:IPTRomas Y.Crowell, 1967-). This series in-
cludes folktales from Korea, India, Turkey, Iceland, Eu.
Trope, and Tibet. The same type of exercises ,follow each of
these tales.

Another historical reader is Men Who Made.America: The
Founders of a Nation, by Daniel daCruz (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell, 1962; 143 pp.). . This is a series of origi-
nally written biographies of those who contributed to the
development of the tountry from the time of 'Columbus'to
the end of the Civil War. It is'written for intermediate
level students with controlled vocabulary and structure,
but it is not oversimplified or written down to the audi-
enpe. There are stories about William Penn, junipero
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Serra, Eli Whitney, Samuel Clemens; John (Johnny Appleseed)
Chapman, and' many more. Each selection is followed by ex-

.
ercises for checking Comprehension and building vocabulary,
and suggestions for composition topics.

Grant Taylor's American English Reader: Stories for Reading
.and Vocabulary Development (New York: Saxon Press [McGraw-
Hil1],'1960; 235 pp.) contains twelve stories adapted from
American history And literature for intermediate level stu-
dents. Selections include "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow",
"The Lewis and Clark. Expedition", "Thomas A,'Edison", etc.
The book attempts to teach) vocabulary within the framework
of controlled sentences and it emphaatzes "active" language
ability. A comparatively intensive amount of work is sug-
gested following each selection. Each story'has word study
lists, questions'for 'oral and written praCtice, "summary

, sentences" for oral practice, and.a variety of vocabulary
exercises, some based on "word form charts" -which appear
with each group:of exercises.

A more advaneed-bOtk 'Alt one with excellent vocabulary
,building exercises is Kenneth Croft's Reading and Word
"Study tor Students of EARlish as a Second Language (Engle,.
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall; 1960; 353 pp.). ,The
book aims traise the vocabulary level of the students
from the 2000-word level to the 4000-word level. The first
Part contains stories such as "Rip Van Winkle"1-nd "The
Headless HoraeMin" by Irving; "The Open Boat"'by Crane;,
"The MaysVil4 pOet" by Lardner; and "Tappan's Burro"-by
Grey. Each eelecticrn has explanatory footnotes and mul-,
tiple choice and true-false questions fOr-checking-comre-
hension. The sedond part, "Word Study", contains explana-
tiock and a great variety of exercises on word formation.
Tfte two parts are designed to be used simutarieously, but
rbex may be used independently.

-.!..,
ti

C. A44; Education
op

411 of the readers listed a.g_guitaple for secondary school
level could also be used ihRtidult basic eduction classes
with the possible exception Of Harris' Readiii Improvement
Exercise] and Croft's Reading, and Word Study, both of'which
are probably too advanced for the usual adult basic educa-
tion elase.
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Not a reader, but reading material designed for adult edu-
cation Classes is a newspaper entitled News For You (Syra-
'cuse, N.Y.: Laubach Litemcv, Inc., 1959-). Published
weekly, tke paper is available in two levels,' a beginning
level (A) and an intermediate level (B); It contains cur-
rent news stories, news briefs, Americana and usually a
quiz or crossword puzzle. The ability to read about what
is happening in the world is of tremendous satisfaction to
beginning adult readers. 'This then should be an interest-

_ builder for adult education classes. News for You could
also be used on the sedondary level:\

0-e o

O
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BEGINNING SCHOOL IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

By,Lois McIntosh

1

The greatest need of the Indian child, who brings to his
early school life his firit six or seven years of experience
and training in a different language and curture, is probably
an adequate command of American English, the'language in
which he will be formally educated. (Bilingual educatyn,
increasingly adkrocated by thoughtful educators; has not yet
fully been developed. It will be'some time before Indian
children can be educated in both their first and second
languages, with the beneficial results'of membersgip in the
best of two worlds.)

It is up to us, as teachers of the seco language,

(
he

school language,,American English, to make sre that the
learner's introduction to and progress in this new tongue
will be as effective as we can make it.

We assume that/a second language is acquired by repeated
exposure to its solinds and its sentences, and by, abundant
practice in the use of these in meaningful situations. The
learner must hear and understand the sentences, be able to
imitate what he. hears 'and understands, and ultimately'be'
able to make independent use of the new language in new
situations.

. .

Reading and writingskills, which make up such a large'
portion of-our formal' education, must not crowd the early
lessons in--luilgugge,Acquisition. If the Indian -ciriq.d in
Grade One ,is expected to begin readirk at once, he wt., be
handicapped, for he needs to listen to, imitate, and pro-
duce meaningfully many English words and sentences before
heattempts to decipher their written representation. Even
a few weeks of postponing _reading at this stage will be
helpful. In Grades TWo and Three, reading'and writing can
be successfully combined in the same lesson with oral activ-
ity, but even here they should not take up the whole hour:
Nor should this practice be limited to the'first three grades,
but throughout the school years more time and attention'
should be given to the spoken language.

Dr. 'McIntosh is Associate Professor of English at the
University of California at Los Angeles.
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LOIS MCINTOSH

What is practice with i4L.spoken language, and how do
we.provide for ki in the classroona Let us look at the lan-
guage lesson. If it has been prepared by a 'team of linguists
and language learning specialists, much of the teacher's
work has been done, for such a team will take into considera-

.

tion the first language-and cultural background of the learner
and will present the language carefully, one step at a time,
pointing out the learnipg,problems tcrbe me in each particular
lesson. The objectives of the le onvill,be tated\in behav-
ioral terms', and the material Impl,enting the lessoli, the
steps to take, the vocabulary t e, -- all these will be
spelled out.

But what of the many classrooms where the,teacher must
make do' with texts never intended for second language learn-
ers? Or, with texts intended for one group of language

- learners/who have little in Common with, the needs of the-
°Indian ;child? Here, the task, oi the-teachei,is much more
difficult, bik-th re Are things to keep in mind that will
make it more ef4icie nd rewarding. .

% First, you as 'a tatiltre speaker of English, Will bi'the
model, for the learnerjs,intrbduction to the langt;:ge:Ask
yourself some questions. Are.-you giving the chi ren enough
time to hear the sentences of the lesson? Perhaps,three
iepetitions of the same sentence, when first-introduced,
will beiuseful. As you'repe t, do you hold the sentence

/ steady 0 that the children an hear,the sentence spoken
th sa* way long enough to ive them a co si tint model'to
imftate? As a,native speaker, you offer a o d model to the
learners, but be sure t,,t this model is na and not
forced. Exaggerated speech, artificial spee h, has no place
in the classroom o thesecond language learner. If you
slow down a sentt* in .order to help the learner, do it so'
that the'rhythm is n destroyed. Remiftiber that the two-
word phrase a cat h s roughly the same rhythm as the single
word above. It is pronounced as a u4t, with the article a
un4ressed and spoken as part of the f011owifig word. Ap you
slow dawn the sentence; be sure to keep the stressed and un-
stressed portions the same as they would be in more apid
speech.

Contractions are a natural part of speech. If ery ,,/
sentenceaa child hears is uncontracted, he will nbi e hear-
ing normal ,English. Compare these sentences:-

That - is - a - very - fine -, picture / is - it
not? ,1% \

Thaek,a,yery fine_picture isn't_it?
v
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BEGINNING SCHOOL IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

Note that whet' we use forms of be (am, is, are, etc.) we
onormally attach them to the (pronoun) subject.

Remember that you have been using English all your life,
and if will take conscious effort- on your part to focus on a
very small amount of this language for each lesson thalyou
teach. Help the learners by staying witkone way of,s4yikg

fering alternative ways of saying the same thing. ' )
something until the class can say it that way instead of of-

with certain thi .itfl, h

The languag lessons p:sea:lyaylar:hnotbile.dall;;01;1::ned

you'expect from t e learners as a result of this lesson? What ..

will they be.able to Say When they have finished it? If you),
lesson'is stated in behavioral terms, its objectives could
look like this: e

.

By the end of the lesson the children will be able tb:
0

1. Ask the question:

Doesoes h ave a/an (p ncil, apple)?
(Jane)

2. 1RespOnd to the qufstion ith:Q
he

Yes, does.

hi.
No,

she
doesn-t.

These obAfettives iiterms og, what the learners will be.abae
to askiind.answer also suggest the\teaching poihts that must
be taken up. This lesson has four of the01:

1,;,' ow "to ask yes -no questioxiewith,does:-

2'.\ S bjects,(Joe - he) and (Jane - Abg)sgo With-does.
3.. H replaces a masculine name;oshe repleces a-, .

d/ lepinine naive . -" '1
, C, ,

4. The, unstressed vowel li/ as in a + noun.
...-

The lesson out ned re is covering an tmportant segment .of.
EnOishoind onl y careful 'step at a time' procedures will
it be possible for the class to acquire control. if in their

both. /"he" and "she, bjit, -orm to stand for both,.

first language, your learner do not have pronoun fords for
ot

they will havetrouble.' If they do not form questions with
iimiliarrvirbs (e.g., do, does), as we do in Englisho'there

c r J

/ the .1 irner's ftrst languige, you will be able/to plan how
/is new ground to cover herelTWO% If you know something about

// muc l emphisis needs to'be(put one each of these points.

4 36
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LOIS MCINTOSH\

The lesson can be\divided itto three ste
(a) presentation of th4 new material; (b) p
and metningfull, until the students are at
material; and finally (c) its use in co
learners making it a. part of their lan

effort.
'Let us cons idler lagerZtt e as the \act of carrying-

on a 'conversation. The Conversati
i

begins betwetn"the
teacher and the class, and it es for some time with
the teacher in-control of the 1 nguage to be used.

s or process
vctice, arie

ase with the new
nidation, with the

age without conscious,

Does (Joe)--have a/pencil)?

This is the skeleton of the lesson. The words in parenthesis'
are merely suggestions of what can be replaced. The words
not in parenthesis will i; held steady Mid used again and
again. Thy constitute the entence pact rn.

Teacher: (Holdini`Up a boy puppet, orveferring
to a chart with a boy on it, or having
a boy stand,in front of\the class hold=
ing something):

Does (Joe) haveL.a pendil? times)

Does (Joe) have a penall? imes)

Yes; he does.
Yes, he does.

Class:

Te4dhen:
Clast:

The. model has beep _introduced.
tion:

Teacher to Class:
Class to Teacher:
Class to Teacher:
Teacher to Class:

Now we begin the oon'iTersalt__

Does Joe have a pencil?,
Yes, he doeb.
Does Jee have a pencil?'
Yes, he does.

Next we introduce the negative answer. Here we ask the
same question: '4iDoev Joe have a pencil? this time,
'Joe .boy, Sippet, or picture -- doesn't have a pencil
in°his hand, and" the apewer can truthfully be No. he
doesn't.

1 I

----7dannot emphasize too, strongly the need to make every-
thing that is said meaningful, to the 1erne'rs Nowthat:we'
have'modeled cphe questiK and both answers with Joe al*he
"as sub jects ,. we go thrsofughrth0- same f poced4ifel with same

and she -- girl, puppet, Or pidtute 4 .

With the language thus mddeled and paliti'ally practiced'.
through teacher to tlasssand classto teacher repeEitione

3.7
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BEGINNING SCHOOL IN A: SECON1 LANGUAGE ,

we'are ready to move on to varied.practice that will lead to
independent use of the language.

So far the class has spoken in chorus This,choral
4l repetition at the beginning of a lesson has advantages in

that everybody partidipates in using the lingUage at the
beginning; limy hesitation or awkwardness with the new lan-
guage can be comkortably worked off in an anonymous chorus.
On the other handTartbveryumuy is get_ ting the sentences 11'N\

4, and you can'tsalways locate the trouble. And the
0

saggressive .will make more noise than the shy. .So choral
repetition should not, be the,2nly prodedure for practicing
the lesson. '

1/13.4wre now from full chorus to one half theclass -ask-
ing the question, and ihe other half answering. Next Row
One asks and Row Two answers; then Siudtnt One asks and
tudent Two answers, atil everybody has-had an opportun't

speak.
N,

Now with all asking aid answering it is important
o., pr videNreal situations for th4Ndrill. The children
should not be asking and answering the same the
-point where it loses sign be kiificance.

They should ng
about a different boy or girl, a 'different object: Does
John have .a book? Does-Sally have a ruler? Does Miss
(teacher's name) ha a watch? They will have to look
around at their ow learned to ask these questions, and
the'information ey ii-t-wd.j.1 have some meaning:

Q To ask qu tions br,inging a negatjve response, the
students wil need to be dued. You supply the n- of the_
person and 6 object --,one that 1.1e----doesnA --,,,

, -.........., ,

Teacher: TO4r,-eraser. '.__
Student u- Does,Tony have an raser?
Student Two: No e doesn't.

A chart of several s and giiis holding objects lends
itself to tiks practice as you can transpose names and ob-
jects to bring about negativexesponses.

Remember that it is unwise to ask for.two responses -.
one negative and the,other affirmative -- to the same ques-
tion: Does Tom have a ruler'? Yes, he does; no, he doesn't.
This double answer is misleading for though it practices ''''L

form, it does not tie form to Meaning. That is, Tom either
does or dodn't havla he ruler. Neitan't have it both ways;
and the class will Soon det ch itJ elf.fiom identification
with the people in the,dr4.1 if i is asked to make-me4ningr
less remarks .1

. ,
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So far we ham practiced by using variations in felpeti-

tion and by usip substitution. So far the language is still

under your con rolg. We move on.
.

f
k

,

19
\

Teacher: Dtes,Jot\have a pencil or a pen?

Class: . ,A pen. {-or, He has a pen.)
-

The first answer, -- a hen -- is ttpe one we often give to

such a question. We suppressall but the essential informa-

tion. le, however, you want the learners to use the form
he has, you will model it for them, and ask them to use it.

It might be timel to find out if they understand the

meaning of "or". Psychologists working with concept develop-

ment have suggested.tha if the learner can recognize "or"

as having a "perhaps" a pect and offering a choice, he 'will

',be ab le to distinguish itlfrom "and". In other words, while

we conce n ourselves with language patterns, and while we
%\wi

ractice entences, let'us be'sure that the learners under-

sta d-the' derlying concepts' implied.
\\, We go from "or" questions tgother activities. 44. chain

drip is very valuable'for movidrlearners toward independent
*7 ae.orlahguage. It is best done by question and answer,

d most effective when the question and answer concern the
--= 4 akers directly;rather thankreferritg to third Perdons-

,

-

indi edtrf.
'..,

Teacher to tudent One: Do you have a brother?
ituderit One: Yes: I do. (or, Noi I don't.
Student One t Student Two: yo have a brother?

''.This question gpes a und the class until everyone has

asked and answered i The.,chain as to have a question

that can be answered by everyone; s'the question and answer
move around.the room, and as you\li ten to eaeh-onei the

class should be performihg indepeat tbr: This As a time

to observe individual performance an to help -hose who

falter.'
Correction is a tricky business. If'acchild makes a

mistake, you, the teacher,4an gently model, the.right way, 1
aisten to him as he tries again, and o_ back to hie later '4

in the lesion to make sure that_he-has it right,: The prac-
tice in some classroomd oflaNiing students correct -6041 other
and go through an ejlabora ritual of asking permission to

do,so and being thanked thetane who made the mistake tends
to make too much of a le eiror, and to take hp...-toNmuch

These young, learner need a change of pace and setting,
4
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a variation in the :activity,' AS soon as possi e, give them.:',
an opportunity to,ldave theirozlisks, to work tn. m411 grOups,,,:,-
around you,-to. move aboutfhe room .s they;practice their
sentences.' Simon slay.2:iS aYwonderitilidevice,fortraining

1.11'
comprehension. If yoUr_learners willlegin to respond to
what Simian tellstherattO do and'to.in motionless when \
the request does not come*vm,SiMon. tliey wilIbe learning
to ,understand. 4n Eng/ish, and,Jeariptgvto discrim-
inate - iii;, .

Among the commands,
, \ .:,t-- i

Physical aCtivity.shoald also beusidfor.language ,
practice.- A3 hey` movearound thp4o6M,'either respond 4.
to Simon orito yoUt4ey c
This is-a inao This is a r
jects to;You and tell yoti wh

n pick up and identify objet s:
d book. . They can "bring" ob..
t they\are,Qand "take" objects
em(., ,They.&InIbe'helped to 4
wcorieept dyvelopment. Simon

to someone elle and identify'
\t a'Oake caries -- 4 big steps
ays: Bring all the animals t 'the table. If they` bring
the toy eats, dogs, horses, and caws, and,if they do not
bring the toy/trucks and automobiles,they are learhing.to
dlas tfythings in categories. If one boy or 0.11, at yo
reque .!mits a penal. on the shoe box, in the shde box, o
la the hde b and then asks

s
thers where it is, the Clats

.1/3
can cho its location and pr ctice prepositions.

Lan' age ractice can be Carried'on in manST:ways. Be-
y nd the rma drills4 beyon the chtirdl 'repetition apd. the

stitution,Ilies a whole wo ld of activity. Songs can
o er practice on ,critical so nds. Danced can release young

rits, and teach them. more language. I amreferring here.,
o the dances of the school °rid, fOr he dances of their'. ,

culture rightfylly-have, o place, in thesecor4 langaage
ti uation. "Right' and qeft" can be t ght with the song

man dance that begins and ends with- the okey Pokey: A
Iliftle song about a bell.wi 1 help them practice the //
that follows vowels -- a di fi lty for home speakers.

Roie playing is anotWe very good way, to ensure lan-
'guae practice and ultimate independvice. A.chi1d with a,
pitCe of chalk! f4bes the cl ss as the teacher. Ac1-lild
b hind dill improvised counte is the'storekeepei.4 A child
w 01 an appropriate hat or

1 adge iiPa-policemat/, fireman,
o * postman. With some he p,,,frqin the language the have
practiced, they can act (Silt identities.. )

-10 One excellent source fo le playing is, of course,
thetstories that4od' tell t and the stories that they
are beginning to read. "Li ile Red Riding' Hood" is full
Of action, and ther4 are pl nty4Of parts in it,boeh animal
and huma "The Three Bears" has wonderfully re etitiv*-t
complain However, sometimes he stOry itsel is in a 4
guage be dha the abilities of the,learners.

40 \\
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One class saw on film strip and heard, from the teacheik
the story "Make Way for Ducklings", that fine tale of the N
family of mallard ducks and their nesting near a pond in
Boston Common. Now the .language of that story was not con-
trolled for second language learners, but the teacher ex-
tracted from it certfitm4e4tences with "ings": the little
ducks are swimming, thm09 are gaUlts.4 they are waliting, they
are The class became little ducks and learned to
make gestures and tell what they were doing. Next a guessing
game was introduced. One boy went'to the front of the class,
turned his back, and closed his eyes. The rest of the class
stood in the aisles and *silently made swimming gestures,
flying motions, and all the rest.

The boy called out:
The class answer
The Boy;
The Class':

Are you sleeping?
No, we're not
Are you flying?
'Yes, we are,.

Here was conversation, here was practice with questions
and answers, and here was a whole class caught 'up in the
role of the'ducks.

1

i
The same story was mined for pre osit on practice. As

the children acted out the story of t e du ks' march through,
ston traffic, there were boys on mo orcyc , girls in

cars,, children, on bicycles and a policeman at the crossing.
That isl_the children marched around, the room or stood their/ 7

ground proclaiMing that they were i 'this or on that. 'Three
boys, arms linked, marched around e, /room, proudly and
firmly stating that they were on a its. The coveted roles
fought over by the boys' were those, f the traffic policeman
and the Mother Ducks

This is just one example,of what can be done. f the
story is full of action, if it has many parts, if it can be
told with dramatic impact, and told,many'times, it can be
used for many purposes over many days.

The best stories often come from books and the lan-
guage is frequently that of earlier times. In such eases,
do not hesitate to bring`the language up to date. (For
example, Begone should be changed to Go, away,)

If your learners are having trouble-with their required
'readers in Grades Two and Three,,look critically at the lan-
guage of the stories. Much has been said about the inap-

,

propriate social conitent of these books -- stories in which
children do, say, and have things that your learners have
had no experience with. Beyond that, although vocabulary
may be strictly controlled, the length of sentences and the

32
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BEGINNING SCHOOL IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

complexity of the syntax may not haile had the same attention:;
One way to help your learners with these stories is,to take
any sentence that has more than one clause in it and make a
separate sentence of each clause. If there, is.inverted word
order (scarcely had they sat down) change it to normal word
order (Or/ had scarcely sat down). Use nouns as subjects,
put verbs in the indicative, and put in parenthesis con-
nectors such as when, until, although,. 'Once the message has
been deciphered, put the sentences back together again.

As we look at the books the student must learn from, we
should ask ourselves whether we have prepared him with enough
language so that he can interpret these pages. Do the phrases
and the language of the text, which we tend to take for
granted, have any message for him?

Mrs. Laura Atkinson, a consultant in the'Albuquerque
.

public school system, asked herself such questions as she
looked through the second and third readers that were
used in the city schools where there are many second lan-
guage learners. Then she made a series of scrapbooks to il-
lustrate the meaning of such abstractions as when, while,
and as soon as. Asking "How soon is as soon as?", she showed
with pictures and captions actiond ofdifferent duration.
As soon as the baby learned to walk (one yeat); as soon as
the water began to boil (a few minutes) and so on. Attention
to this one phrase and the interpretation of it helped
readers who were fragmenting sentences and taking one word
at a time. This attention to language, this making sure
that the things we take for granted make some.sorE of sense
to our learners, is essential.

But let us return to language activities not derived
from stories andbooks. Field trips and new experiences
will be rewarding if they areprepared for in advance. The
experience of encountering the new and different will be
sharpened if the children know how to sayt'and are encour-
aged to do so,... "Look at the... "I see a... "I hear a...
"I like that one."

/ If they go to school in a city, there* are things to
look At and talk about: traffic lights and what they tell
us, categories of buses and cars and trains, or of people,
or of buildings. If their school is on the reservation,
they can hear anduse a great deal of English if you help
them. Have them explore the fields around the school and
§§.1 that they see a cloud, or a flower, or a distant bird.
Have them say that they' hear a plane, or a field mouse,
or the wind. We must.help them use language, and we must
Make sure that the language they use has meaning for them.
As you go upstairs or climb a hill with them, chant21a,
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, with them. Act out directions and supply the language.
Nelp them count more than just numbers -a have them apply
the counting to people and objects. Language at all times
should have function and meaning.

Since English is the language of their school world,
let's «help them meet the many situations in which they will
need to have an adequate command of the language. Use the
environment as much as possible to make tangible and real
the language they are using.
, Does evert' language lesson move them one step further
in the direction of free communication in English? Does
it end in improved school behavior, in the learner's in-
creased confidence and ease in meeting the problems.of the
school? Can he go to the school librarian or to the princi-
,pal's office and make clear and intelligible requests for
informatipn? Can he report back to the classroom In such
a way that communication is.clearly established?

Telt' of.language control need not always.be formal
pencil and paper affairs. Rather they shdtild rest on per-
formance. If children hold objects behind them and answer
the guesses,and speculations of the others who want to know
what they have, they are passing the test of using language
independently and accurately. If you give them a seriewof
commands, or if Simon does, they are passing a test of com-
prehension when they can follow the commands and requests.

Finally, if every language lesson focuses on a manage-
able and useful portion.of English, and if the learners
listen to it and really hear it,4mitate you and, really say,
it, and move on and really use it in new situations, then
their ultimate language behavior will be that of individuals
successfully functioning in a world no longer alien and
frustrating.

p
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THE TEACHER'S pOOKSHELF

By Carol J. Kreidler

ti

I. FOR THE TEACHER'S REFEgENCE

It seems app *priate in the fl.rst Issue of English for
Aizerican_India0s to discuss materials that are available
to the teacher: who has non - English speak ng students in Iris
class. The b ks that are mentioned here, often well-known
to those who h e studied in the English for Speakers of
Other Languages (ESOL) field, are for he teacher's back-
ground readin as well as for his cona4deration as class-
room.texts. Many considerations entered into the selec-
tion of this first list of books: pertinence.to.the Indian
classroom, general availability, recent publication, etc.
The result'is a highly selected list of materials for the
introductory purposes. of t$ is issue. We hope to bring other
materials to the attention of the teacher in future issues.

Theteacher wfo finds himself teaching English to non-
English speakers has to have much more preparation than one
who has been trained to teach only native speakers. He is
an English teacher, a foreign language teacher, and more all
rolled into ohe. He must know about English phonology to
help his-students with mispronunciations in English; he
must learn to understand how the student's native language
interferes with his learning Ehglish easily; he must learn
a new,set of techniques if hig studehts are to learn the
language itself, rather than facts about it. The books
that are discussed here should help the teacher become more
effective and efficient in the ESOL classroom,

One of the first American books in this field is
Charles C. Fries, TeactIkkg and Learning English as a Foreign
Language (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1945; 153 pp.).
Evenothough it was written almost 25 years ago, it is still
considered a classic. It gives an excellent introduction
to the general field and especially to the approach de-
veloped at the English Language Institute of the University
of Michigan. (This approach is illustrated'in the series
of textbooks by Robert Lado, Charles C. Fries, and others,
An Intensivt Course in English, Rei/. 'ed., 4 vols., Ann
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Arbor, Mich.: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1958-64:) Teaching
and Learning English is a good exposition of the oral ap
proach and of the importance of basing teaching pn points
of contrast between the student's native language and English.

Writing with the idea that some linguistic sophistica=
tion..can help an adult to learn a foreign language ---any
foreign language -- more efficiently and more easily; Wil-
liam G. Moulton has produced A Linguistic Guide to Language
Learning (NeO York: Modern Unguage Association of America,
1966; 140 pp.), a book that / is helpful not only to laymen
but also to teachers of modern languages. Although the'ex-,
amples are not entirely drawn from Epglish, there is agreat
Ileal of; good informatiop about the sound system of English,
its grammaticalsystemj its word categories, and the" prob-
lems that spea*ers of some other languages encounter when
certain Partk:of these systems in English show contrasts
with parts of the systems of their own languages. Writing
systems are also discussed. The book contains a short,
annotated bibliography. Anyone who has an interest in his
own language or in language in'general should know this
book. /

Another very practical and readable introductory book
was written by Earl W. Stevick, Rel;ing People Learn
English: A Manual for Teachers of English as a'Second Lan -,
lunge (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1957; 13a pp.).
This book was written for teachers who have had no special
training to teach English to foreigners. The first part-of
the book gives specific advice and suggestions for class-
room activities; the second part contains useful information

.

on the sound system and the grammatical system of. English,
Although slanted toward being used in a foreign country,
most of-the techniques and suggestions might be-used any-
where.' Zhe book should be especially valuable to those who
are also teaching in adult basic education programs.

A second very helpful book bytigtevick is A Workbook in
Language Teaching: With Special Reference to.Enalish as a
Foreign Language (Nashville,. Tennt: Abingdon Press, 1963;
127 pp.)., This book has beenused-successfully in training
new teachers and in in-service training for experienced
teachers. The workbook is dividedeinto three sections:
one section gives information,on English phonology; another,
on types of drills; and thelast, on the grammatical system
of English. AlthOligh the book is 'not programmed,,the ex-
ercises are so arranged that the user discovers for himself
such things as the d fference between sounds and letters,
what minimal pairs re, what a sentence is and how to con
struct certain drib ls. This technique enables the user t
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develop or improve skills he needs an effective teacher.
For information on problems of terferbnce from the

student's native language in the learning of English, the
`teacher might wish to consult Robert,Lado's Linguistics
Across Cultures: Applied Linguistics for Language Teachers
(Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1957; 141 pp.). Written
for teachers, this book shows how to capare various parts
of two languages in order to determine the problems students
from one language background will have in learning another
language. There are chapters on the comparison of sound
systems, grammatical systems, vocabulary systems, writing
systems and cultures.

Professor Lado has also written a general methodology
book, Language Teaching: A Scientific Approach (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1964; 239 pp.) covering the whole area of lan-
guage teaching, not just the teaching of English. The sec-
tion entitled 'Language Teaching' is extremely practical;
giving techniques for teaching pronunciation, intonation
lad rhythm, grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing and' lit-
erathre, with a variety of suggestions on pattern practice.

. Also discussed is language testing. The section entitled
'Technologicil-kids' contains discussions of the language
lab, visual aids, i'daching machines and programmed instruc-

t tion.

Another practical methodology book Mary Finocchiaro's
English as a Second Language: From Theory to Practice (New
York: Regents, 1965; 143pp.)., After a bflef discussion of
the EngIish.language the book continues with information on
curriculum development, lesson planning,adapttion of text-
book.materials, and testing and evaluation of studentg.
Numerous techniques for teaching pronunciation, grammar,
vocabulary, reading, and composition are presented.

Few books have been written on teaching English to
elementary school age speakers of other languages. Faye
Bumpass's book Teaching Young Students English as a Foreign
Language (New York: American Book Company, 1963; 198 pp.)'
contains a wealth of techniques that the'elemenfav school
teacher can put to immediate use in the class. One especially
interesting chapter gives in detail a technique for telling
the story of The Three Bears. The story and illustrations
appear on one page; the fading page: contains complete instruc.7
tions for telling the story'with flannel board 'Cutouts. An
other chapter contains songs, choral drills, and games.
This is a good source book for oral language activities.

A collection of writings on methodology can be found in
the volume compiled and edited by Harold B. Allen, Teaching
English as a Second LangUage: A Book of Readings (New York:
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,McGraw-Hill, 1965; 406 pp.). It contains. selected articles
drawn from the works of American, British, Australian,
Canadian, and PhhippIne writers on this and related.fields.
After an initial section on theories and approaches, four
parts are devoted to the teaching of English speech, siruc-
tures, vocabulary, and usage and composition, These arefol-
lOwed; by section's on teaching the printed word, methods-and'
techniques, teaching with,audio-visual aids, and testing.

The ESOL teacherllso needs information on the structure
of the English language. for 'trends in modern thinking about
grammar, the teacher can consult A Practical English Grammar,

'prepared by English Language Services, Inc. (New York: Col-.
liar-Macmillan, 1968; 243.pp.). This reference grammar,
.which contains a few diagnostic exercises at the end of each
_chapter, was really written for intermediate or advanced non-
natize speakers of English; howevet; the teacher should find
At helpful for explanations of problemS his students have;
or for preparing supplementary material. .The chapter on
modals should be very useful. The authors have attempted
to make use of the more recent work of linguistic scientists
and the definitions and general orientation of the book -P

reflect this, The terminology used, however, is traditional.
A separate programthed.workbook,is available.

If the teacher needs. information on the phonology of
English, there are two books that mightltie consulted. One
is English Language Services, Inc:Ehglish Pronung4ation:
A Manual for Teachers (New York: CollierMadmillan, 1968;
97 pp.). This book is written mainly for teachers of adult
foreign students, as is evidenced by many of the suggestions
in the chapter entitled 'Teaching and Learning Correct
Pronunciation.' The book is a practical, well-written intro-
duction to English phonology for the teacher who has had
little or no training in linguistics. As in so many of the,
phonology texts written for teacherS, the transcription,
presented is nof.the one used in most teachers' materials
for elementary or secondary levels, and there is no table
of equivalents of transcriptions. There are also no exer-
cises, but the introduction suggests use of English Language
Services, Inc., Drills andAxercises in English Pronunciation'
(3 vols., New York: Collier-Macmillan; 1966-67). English,
Pronunciation: A. Manual for Teachers includes many teaching
techniques which are widely used and which are usable or
adaptable for classes in BIA schools.

The teacher interested in learning more about theOry
will want to read C. D. Buchanan's A Programmed-Introduc,,
tion to Linguistics: Phonetics and Phonemics (Boston: D.C.
Heath, 1963; 270 pp.). As the title implies this prOgrammed,
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courseis,a university level introduction to part of.the
,field of linguistics,- phonology..'' It is self -instructional,,
so that a teacher who wishes to 'learn about some of the
terminology and basic theory in the ,field can'do so on his
own. One'drawback again is that the ,material is based" on
.

a...system of ttanscription'(TragerSmith) which is not used ...

in most teachers' materials, although it is widely used in
other linguistic books the,teacherrmight wish t0 read.'

Undoubtedly many of the teachers who read this column
0 have access to language laboratories of one type or another,

or they wish they had access td one. Although a language
laboratory is not essential. to. good.laniage teaching, if
there is one available, and if it is used properly, it can
be of great help to a teacher. Edward M. Stack has written

\a good reference book for those who have language labora-
tories,, The Language'LabOratory and Modern Language Teaching
Rev. ed., New York: Oxford Univ. Press,_1966; 234 pp.).

./ T ere are, in addition to suggestions and techniques for the-
.ad inistration and the mechanics of the laboratory, descrip-
tio s of techniques for classrOom teaching, preparing lab-
orat ry drills, and integrating the work of the classroom
and t e laboratory.

E ery teacher .needs to know where to find out about
. materials and new developments in his field. There are two i

exceller sources of information available to the ESOL t
teacher. One is a fairly comprehensive annotated bibliography,
Sirarpi Oh nnessian, and, others, Reference List of Materials
for English as a SecOnd Language: Part 1 and Part 2 (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1964-66; a supple-
ment for 1964-1968 materials is forthcoming this fall).
Thede volumes list books and articles by teachers around
the world. Part 1 covers texts, readers, dictionaries and
tests; Part 2 contains materials on linguistics,,the English
language, and methodology. The .supplement contains more
recent items of both types. The Etiglish for Speakers of
Other Languages Program at the Center for Applied Linguistics''
also publishes shorter bibliographies, including Selected
List of Materials for Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages, guiiih as a Second Language in Elementary
Schools: Background'and Text Materials, and bibliographies
on aural and visual aids;

The other principal source of inkvmation about
materials and new developments is Teachirs of English to.

Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), the professional asso-
ciation of teachers 4n the field (Dr. James E..Alatis, Exeela.-

tive Secretary, School of Languages and Linguistics, GeOrge-
town University, Washington, D.C. 20007). The proceedings
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of the first three conferences of the association. are con-
tained in On Teaching Englis1 to Speakers-of Other Languages: :\
Series I-III (Virginia French Allen, Carol J. Kreidler, and -

- Betty Wallace Robinett, editors, Washington, D.C.: Teachers
of English to Speakers of Other Languages,./965-67). In-
cluded are some theoretical papers and many very practical
ones. There are papers of interest to. teachersof.any age
group and any level of instruction., Papers presented at
later conferences are included in the association's journal,
the TESOL Quarterly (Washington, D.C.: Teachers of Englishoto
Speakers of Other Languages, 1967-). Therassociation also
publishes the TESOL Newsletter, which provides information
on new programs, publications, research projects, and items
of current interest. Publication oI the newsletter is
occasional.

II. FOR THE CLASSROOM

The course materials discussed below, although mostly general
in orientation, are all worthy of consideration for adapta-
tion to the needs of the Indian student. In general, the
materials listed here are series of basic texts rather than
individual textbooks. All reflect up-to-date thinking about
ESOL teaching.

A: Elementary level
Three sets of materials for the elementary level seem to be
carefully sequenced and to approach 'English as active and
interesting. The Fries American English Series: For the'
Study of English as a. Second Language (Pauline NG. Rojas,
Director; Charles C. Fries, Consultant; and Staff; 11 vols.,
Boston: D.C. Heath, 1952-57) is, well-known in Indian schools.
The Puerto Rican Department of Education is now involved in
writing a new series, American English Series: English as a
Second Language (Puerto Rico, Dept of Education, Adrian Hull,
gen. ed., Boston: D.C. Heath, 1965-). Although this series
was originally planned as a revision of the Fries American
English Series, changes in content and format really make
it a new series. The books are appearing at the rate of one
set (student's book and teacher's manual) each year, and
although the editor of this column has seen only the first
two sets, it is probable that the third year materials are
published.

In this series, as in the older one, the Teachers,
Guides are indispensable. They contain a reduced replica
of each page of the student's book with instructions and
suggestions for drills and teaching procedures, and intonation
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and stress marking ,for. reading; ,Each unit is. about a week
of class work and each contains three divpiong: Oral prac-"
tice, followed by reading and writineot the practiced items
a read ng section, usually, dialdgue form with a continental
Ameri # an cultUral situation;.and'production practice with
spoken and written forms in controlled situations. Additions
to this series include lists of structures and vocabulari,
a glossary '-of terms and a chart of

*

phonetic symbols.
Another set of materials, Gonzalez Wheeler's Let's

Speak English,(6 vols., New York:.McGraw=Hill, 1967) is an
attractive, graded and controlled series for the first six
grades., The series is designedAto teach spoken English
however, if the teacher desires 'o include reading and writ-
ing, there is ample, integrated material provided by the.
text material which faces the pictures. The names of the
children are chosen., to represent'the vowel sounds of English,
and when the children get. last names (Book 2) the names are
coordinated so that major pronunciation contrasts which
cause difficulty.for many students may be practiced. (Ex-
amples are Lee Lynn and Gus Cobb.) The first three/books .

provide generally structured practice in situations of
interest to the age level of the student. From Bpok 3 on,
an "adapted programmed procOure" is used for built-in
review; it consists of a problem sentence, a "key" to
indicate how the student should act on the sentence, and

.two pages later the correct answer is given. The material \\

in Books 4-6 is diVided into three-part units: Part One, a
dialog situationally illustrated; Part Two, exercises.; and
Part Three, the "Program Steps". Color is used extensively
in illustrations and to coordinate parts of lessons and
highlight "language hints" and "word study". In each book
there are instructions to the teacher mainly regarding-the
handling of various drill types.

The Miami Linguistic Readers (53 vols., Experimental
ed., Boston: D.C. Heath, 1964-66) are a yerycarefully
organized and controlled set of beginning reading materials
for elementary schools. The program includes: Pupil's
Books (21 preprimers, primers and readers) which although
they are only in black and white appeal to children in
both content and illustration; Seatwork Books (16 work-
books) which provide for writing practice; Teachers'
Manuals (16 volumes) which provide guides and techniques
for handling each part oEa lesson as well as language
practice techniqdes; and "Big Books" which are charts for
language practice.

Although entitled 'readers", this series -is intended
not only to teach reading but to practice listening,
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1 ,

speaking and eventually writing as well. The aim is to
practice during the English' class the basic' oral language

ir .

patterns the children, will hear and need to use throughout W
their school day, in all of their subjects. The language
chosen is appropriate and interesting to children, yet it ,

is carefully structured so that in the English class, at

it

least, pracfice.will be systematic, ntrolled (both in
grammar and in vocabulary), sequence 4, and reinforced at
suitable intervals.

The Introductory Unit provides readiness activities
for reading, writing anCoral language. In Unit One, read ?
ing is introduced, and writing shortly thereafter. The'
titles of the first few readers, Biff and Tiff, Nat the Rat,
Kid Kit and the Catfish, Tug Duck and Buzz Busk, dgmonstrate
the way the materials in the early stag'es are'limited to
words with regular sound-spelling correspondences so that
the student is not confused by a variety of patterns and
can focus his attention on the skills involved in reading.
Each activity reinforces what is learned through the Other
activities. These integrated materials are attractive and
easy to use and will lead very nicely into later schoolwork.,

B. Secondary level
The following are a few good secondary school series and
may be useful, although they were developed for overseas
schools.

Enftlish This Way (English Language Services, 16 vols,,
New York: Collier-Macmillan, 1963-65) is a six-year course
for English classes overseas where English instruction begins,
anywhere from he third to the seventh year'of schooling.
Lessons in this series contain dialogues, pattern sentences
and substitution drilfs, pronunciation practice in the first
four books, oral and written exercises, pictureexercises
and, beginning in Book 3, readings. The books use the in-
ductive approach. for the preqpntation of grammar points and
new- vocabulary. Examples df grammatical patterns rather
than grammatical explanations and new vocabulary items in-
troduced in context are illustrative of this inductive
approach. Attractive black and white drawings are used for
illustration, explanation and drill. The Teacher's Manual
gives techniques for teaching the various parts of the les-
sons and the Lei provides answers to the exercises with some
notes on special points or problems.

English for Today (National Council of Teachers of
English, William R. Slager, Ralph F. Robinett, and others,
eds., 8 vols., New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962-66)1s also a

. six year course. The series is linguistically based and
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graded. Because it is not oriented toward a particular lan-
guage or cultural background, it could be used i# Indian
Schools with some American cultural orientation added. The
first three books introdUce basic grammatical, atterns and
vocabulary. There is very strict control in these lessons.
Book One begins with statements, questions and answers using
a vocabulary of only 23 words withls as the only verb.
Book Four is a grammar review. Books Four and Five contain
reading passages with comprehension questions, grammar sec-
tions, and exercises for oral and written practice. Book,
Six is an advanced anthology of all types of literature by

'well-known authors from many. parts of the English-speakink,
world.. The _only, exercises are those for checking comprehen-

, siOn., The teacher's edition for each volume begins with
genetal comments on teaching procedures and notes on each
lesson. Two workbooks, picture cue cards and tapes are
available to accompany Boo!k One. ';

Marv-Finocchiaro's Learning to Use English (3:Zis.,
New York: Regents, 1966) is designed for eleven to eighteen--
year-old learners. The first book is for' beginning students,
and the second for intermediate level students. Some hints
are given for adapting the materials either for adults or

,

for younger children. Each of the twenty-five Units of the
°series contains a dialogue; pronunciation practice; useful
words and expressidharpatterns of language, including
explanatory charts and nunlerous drills; pattern practice;
,conversation practice; listening, speaking, reading, and -
writing practice; and games and activities. A single
Teacher's Manual for both books, in addition to providing'
hints for the presentation of various parts of the psson
and discussion of the phonology and grammar in each lesson,
suggests materials to use-in class and giv.es an optional
translation drill.

Although not basic course material, :Course in Con-
trolled Composition: Ananse Tales (Gerald Dykstra, Richard
Pon,t and Antonette Port, 2 vols., New York: Teachers Col-
lege Press, 1966) is unique and is included here because
of the present interest in teaching composition. This
charming)oollection'of West African folk tales about Ananse,
n almOst-spider, could serve as a model for teaching con-
trolled Composition to people of any culture. If there are
similar tales in the American Indian cultures with ,which you
are TWorking, the technique could be used with a carefully -
worked out selection of those.. Following each short Story
the student is asked to write the story, usually changing it
slightly; for example, changing pronouns and making the neces-
sary verb adjustments, changing tense, adding adjectives or
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adverbs, or combining 4ntences in variou=s ways. These
4 'steps' are carefully sequenced and the student progresses
at his own pace (namely, when he has written an error-free
story according `to the directions for that step). The
teacher's guide explains the point of each activity, ands'
gives suggestions fo grading, This course is for students
at the intermediate evel Or beyond. It is,not suitable
for begirmling studen s since it assumes a command of the
basic patterns of En lish.

\

Adult education
chers e Often called upon to teach as volunteers`, in

basic educ ion classes There'are not many texts for non-
academic ad'lts and man of those that have been written
are aimed at'the immigra t who lives in a large American
city. There are, however, one series and one individual
book that seem to the editor to be useful "for°Indian
stuaents. , c

The individuals book is Elizabeth G. Mitchell's Beginning
American English: A Conversational Approach, to the'StudV of
English (2nd ed., 2 vols., Englewood Cliffs, N%J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1965). This well-developed', interesting set of twenty-

44

five,units is for beginning adult students. Simple, un-'
eAclured drawings are used to illustrate dialogues and

focabulary and for drilling grammatical patterns. Each
unit contains dialogues, vocabulary and some pronunciation
practice, sentence structure and intonation practice, and
review. The Teacher's Manual, in addition to a discusdcon
of methodology, gives detailed instructions for teaching
each unit. ,

English 900'(English Language Services, 13 vols.,
New York: Macmillan, 1964-65) is a basic course which de-,

, rives its name f om the 900 base sentences which are pre.-
sented in the six texts. Each of the units in the texts
consists of a.gro p of base sentences, intonation practice
questions and answers or verb study, reading (beginning
in Book Two), conversation, and various drills and exercises.
The content of the lessons, although not aimdd at the adult
Indian population, 4 sufficiently general that adaptation
of the materials for Indian use would probably consist of
changing only a few vocabulary items. The Teacher's Manu 1
contains sections on classroom techniques, lesson and se
planning, grammar notes on each book, and a general word
list. To complete the course there are six progr mmed wor
booksin which the student fills a blank. If he gives t
correct response, he proceeds; if not, he goes o to more
study items and a retest before proceeding. Su plem ting
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the program are five of thefnumerous readers of the Collier-
Macmillan English Program. 180 tape's are available.

III. SPECIFICALLY ORIENTED TOWARDS SPEAKERS OF INDIAN
iLANGUAGES

The 'following itemso all locally
rather 'than commercially publish.
Written specifically for partiCU

Ell 'sh as a Second Lan ua

/1 ,- .

prepared and produced
d,rare eiamples,of materials .

ar Indiansgroullis

for Nava -os. An Werview
of Certain Cultural and an uist c Factors (Window Rock:'
Navajo Area Office, 1967; 154' pp ) was prepared by Robdrt
Young as material to accompany a series of lectures.given
at anainstitute for teachits of "avajo children; It is
still in draft f9rm. The aim of the lectures, for which the
materials serve as nodes, was to give the teachers "a modi-
cum of insight into the world -'vi -w of the Navajo through
the window of the Navajo languag ".( The bOok comments gen-.
erally on.cultureo language and cross- cultural communica-
tion, then sets about a domparison of phonological and gram-(
matical features of English and;Navajo, constantly pointing
out different approaches to reality implicit in language
`differ4nces A final' section neatly summarizes the most 1-2

striking areas of difference intwo parallel columns for .

es)? feference. No implicationt are drawn in the book for
approaches ,to teaching on the basis of the information pre-
sented,,but the,material is comprehensive and detailed, and
can be put to a variety of uses.

Examples of the types of .materials that can be de-
veloped on the basis of facts and insights such as those
contained in thisbook are the two following itemt, the,
first a handbook for teachers,, the second a set 04.coursei
.materials.

A Teacher's Guide for TeaOlip English to Naive
Children of Alaska, Eskiuo an AN.th:.askan (College, Alaska:.
Alaska Rural 8ehoo1,Pro/e t, Univ. of Alaskac'1968; 40 pp.),
edited$"y Dotal0 H. Webstet(and Elliott Canonge, has two
main.pirpOsesti: outiiii4, for teachers the structure of
Eskimo and A hapaskan and ways in which these differ from
nglish; and to suggest types of evrcises by which certain-
English patterns can beipracticed, taking detailed account
of the difficulty caused by the differences in the students'
languages. An introduction explains the types A,Rroblems
to be dealt with, and some techniques for t ching. The,
following two sections briefly compare, res a tively, Eskim
and-Athapaskan with English in the areas of p onology, gra
.mar,.gesture and culture. The third part, D Su
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keyed to sections in the comparative analyses, suggests
sample words and sentences to practise the English forms.
A great deal of attention is. given throughout to culttiral
appropriateness. Although only a limited amount of material
can be covered in a ,handbook of this size this is a very
valuable tool for teachers.

A Course in Spoken English for Navajos, by Vincent
DeNunzio <4 vols., tapes and transparencies., U.S. Dept. of
the Interiors.Bureau,of Indian Affairs, Division of Educal
tion, 1967) was based on Robert Young's studies of Navajo
and is intended to develop,oral fluency in upper grade and
high school students with s'90e training in English. The
Teacher's Guide'contains ekplicit statements of the dif-
ferences in sound and grammatical st ucture between Na a
and English, and the jtess9n materials
and Second Year Program) ref let the differences. ,The
course combines teacher an taped instruction.(:iek-by-
week lesson plans re pro/Is:led, as a guide to teacher.
°The framework of each lesson, on tape, includes a dialogue
and several exercises on pronunciation, structure and situa-
tional usage. Further materials, mostly readings of a,Iwide
range Of types, are provided for language and cultural en-
3ichment. These readings and the pronunciltion materials
are collected in a manual for the student, Enr'ichment
Materials 'for First and Second Year Language Laboratory.
Program. Not as strictly oriented toward the Indian culture
as the teacher's handbook (by Webster and Canonge) noted
above, these materials are intended rafher to acquaint the
students with general American culture and way of life.

The materials mentioned above are certainly not all that is
available td the ESOL teacher There are many interesting
books and courses that h119e been prepared by the British and

.

othdrs; there are more materials prepared and being prepared'
by Americans; there are materials that would be considered
supplementary in that they add information or drills to vari-
ous parts of existing courges. Future issues of English for
American Indians will include further information on'all-of
theie categories. If any of the readers of this newsletter
know of materials that they feel should be brought to the
attention 9f the other readers, particularly materialsspre-
pared, specially for American Indians, a note to Miss Ohan-
nessian or Mrs. Kreidiervcw1.0ae most welcome.
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BREAKING DOWN YOUR WRITING GOALS

By Gerald Dykstra

Are you happy with the goals you have for your high
school writing program? The majority of teachers feel
their goals are satisfactory. They see the problem as
one of method. ,They would prefer to ask instead,
"How can we get high school students in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs echools to attain the desirable goals
we have set?"

, I would like to persist with the first question. Ij
believe that by doing so we can get-much farther than
we can by directing our attention immediately to the
second question. I believe that if you know where
you want to go you can set up many ways to get there.
And if you have more than one student, you will need
'more than one way to get to any goal. Even if you had
only one student, he would Joe likely to need differing
approaches at different times. :I believe that goals
are often too large, too remote, .or too amorphous.
They can be.broken down into components.that are small
enough, immediate enough, and sharp enough to be4
readily attained the student. The question of "how"
thgn begins tolose some of its magnitude.

The question that must directly follow our opening
question, especially if you

your
that question

with a "Yes", is "What are your goals?" Determining
basic goals in high school writing programs is always
a thorny problem; and in the ,Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools it poses extra problems. One of the first.

* concerns is that. English is not in most cases the
students',, native language. A study commissioned by
the Bureau recommended an experiment in which the
teaching of reading in the native language'would

Dr. Gerald Dykstra is Profevor of Speech-Communication,
Depiirtment of Speech-Communication, University of
Hawaii, and Chief Consultant, Hawaii Curriculum Center.
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precede the teaching .of reading in English.
1

Heyond
this, should the,students also have an opportunity to
write first in their native language.' What would the
interference effects be,if any, when they subsequently
write in English: What special difficulties are there
in any case because of their non-English language and
culture background: How do these factors affect'
establishment of a basic goal?

These and many other questions need to be answered
before fully realistic goals can be formulated. Some
teachers-who answer "Yes" to the first question are
unable to communicate clearly, even to another teacher,
what these goals are. It is easy to understand why
these teachers fail to communicate the goals to their
students. Maiiy others give an answer like "To write
well." We can grant the legitimacy of this answer,.
NbutAkwe still have to follow it-up with the further
,question, "What do you mean by good writing?" This
may be answered by a-description of some kind, but
the description will commonly fail to communicate
meaningfully to most people. Teachers may feel that
they will know good writing when they see it, but it
is not easy to describe.. A much easier and generally
more successful approach is takprovide samples that
illustrate what you call good writing.

If you select samples with your students'in mind,
they should illustrate what can reasonably be expected
from the student after a period of training. Ulti-
mately, classroom goals depend, primarily on what the
teacher wants or expects wiWthe "givens" he has.
The teacher can make these goals. relatively explicit
by selecting models of student or professional writ-
ing as examples of goal attainment.

The opening quAtion may take,on special meaning in P-17--

this context. The selections that you have, or have
in mind, represent what you can now-reasonably expect

1. Sirarpi Ohannessian, ed., The Study of the Prob-
lems of Peachin English to American Indians: Report
and Recommendations (Washington, D.C.: Center for
Applied Linguistics, 1967), p. 30.

0
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at least some of your students to attain. If you are
not happy with these selections as representative of
the ultimate goals you have for your students, you may
nevertheless be happy with them as representative of
the immediate goals you have. You may feel they re-

, present a clear advancement in a student's ability
during the time she is with you.

Surely the next question is, "How do we get there?"
Yes, that is in one sense the next question, but I
would prefer to ask, "Can you set dp sub-g8als that
will take the student to the ultimate goal?" Avtt
is, can you ultimately break the goal down into
momentby-moment sub-goals? And will these sub-goals
lead to closer and closer approximations to the ulti-
mate goal? Can the student achieve successfully all
along the way so that difficulties can be reasonably
well pinpointed before he founders, trying'unsuccess-
fully to reach he big conglomerate goal for the high
school program?

There are many ways tobreak a goal down,into smaller
parts. Let file illustrate with a parable. A certain
man decided to do 50 consecutive deep &nee bends with-
in one minute as part of his exercise routine. After
4 bends, the strength of his right knee gave way and
though he fought valiantly, without the supporting
lift from his right leg, he,was unable to do more than
7 deep knee bends. Undaunted, he continued trying.
For 17,successive° days the same thing happened. Then
his right knee began giving way after only 3 deep
knee bends. He was, of course, crestfallen, not to
say daunted.

He resolved, however, to attain his goal by trying*
one or more,programs of sub - goals which he could,in-
vent in quantity. The following are only a few °

samples:

(1) He could start the first month with a goal of
only one deep 'knee bend per day. Then he could try
adding'only one per day with each new month.

(2) He might be 'able to start with 5.0 bends if he
allowed more time between'each two, such as a full
minute instead of only about one second. He could
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then gradually reduce the interval between bends from
one minute to 59 seconds'and eventually to one second4

(3) He could'do 50 full bends from thetstart by
pushing himself up with hie arms 64, with the aid of
a mac nigerlift. Then he could gradually reduce
his re mince on such help until he was finally doing
50 u ided_bends.

(4) He- could *void an approach t4t required any fork
of full bends right from the start,_and begin With.50
partial bends., flexing his knees-ju0o4ightlyat
first, then increasingly. until finilty he would again
be doing ftill bends. Or he could do the reverse,-
starting from the full bent position, and do partial
"ups".

th

(5) He could, of course, do any of time dozens of
kinds of knee and leg strengthening exercise programs
that you can find in any professional gymnasium with
out specific reference-to knee bends.

When last heard. of, the certain man of our parable
was wogressing.well, by his own account, doing partial
knee bends as in'the first part of the fourth ilterna-
tive above 'with occasional forays intothe others, .

largely, to test his progress. In tests, he had at-
tained 20 successive full bends after,ihvee months of
his new regimeh.- He expects to attain 50 within the
first year.

This parable is not intended to indicate a desirable
way to physical development, nor to-suggest that knee
bends can. contribute to composition writing. The
point is that goals have many dimensions, and that a
series of successively closer approximations to a big
.goal can be stated in many different ways once that
larger goal is rather clearly indicated. When a goal ,

is sufficiently broken down into sub'-goals, sometimes
referred to as objectives within goals, any further
question of method usually becomes quite tractable.
"Just show him" or "Tell him" ,or "Give him one to
look at" are normal responses when someone needs co
know how to do some small or simple thing. Essentially:
the same can be true of most big goals, whether in
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space exploration or in oral language learning or in
writing, if the sub-goils are "moment-brmoment" enough.

The model of the goal, you will remembr, is in the
form of samples of good writing. How can we break
down our goal of good writing into sub-goals of (or
successive approximahons to) this gal? ,I Will men-
tion one traditional and partial breakdown and then
go into a little more detail on one alternative that
has proved successful in providing clearly defined
goals, and that is instrumental in eliciting large
quantities of completely correct writing with degrees
of student contribution uji,to a level that is effective
in'nearly every instance.

The writing breakdown that we are most accustomed to
includes component goals of basic handwriting ability
skill with placement of punctuation, and other matte ifs
of form like margin and spelling, and,ability to form
grammatical sentences, and paragraphs. We also ask for
unity, coherence and organizatiOn.i. In the high school
program, we assume that work toward each of.these sub-.
goals,ip a part of the studentts Prior heritage, and
we give him assignments that require hint to perform
well in all of them at a somewhat advanced level, like
the man setting out to do 50 deep knee bends aiminute
the first day he began this exercise. Indeed,' when
the student was learning the component goals listed.,
here there were probably times when limited partsk,6£
his writing prograwseemedto have relatively well-
defined goals, as when he had to make the letters of 4
the alphabet. But, for example, he may never have
attained the-stage of writing gramOstical sentences
With regularity. .The goals involved here were mostly
too big' and too amorphous for him. Now we have him
write, and we proceed to apply rather'haphazard cor-
rective procedures. We find out wherm(his errors are,
point them out to'him, and give htm'somekextra work.
Then we go on our way. The student" can rarely, if
evepredict that he has hit the target. The goal
and all the sub-goals are too amorphous for that.
Even the collection of acceptable samples is no help
to him. These simply illustrate the level of the big
goal, which is not directly attainable. Even if we
give Him work with one or another of the constituent
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components, it is like asking our certain man to begin
With a small number of,full knee bends, say ten even
that inay be too difficult for him at the beginning.

It would certainly be possible to refine the tradi-
tional goal statements. But as a conclusion to this
paper, I would like to look at.an'oliernative'-- one
among many -- this one resembling in a way a combina-
ti'n of approaches 3 and-4 to the problem of deep
knee bends above.

Assume that you have the many models dr samples of
good writing that we mentioned earlier. Assume at
least a hundred br two such models Let the student
observe these prodUcts as long and as often as he
likes. This is all right. It should be condoned,

',even encouraged. That kind of product is the, goal
kor-your student. And he must surely be able to read
with comprehension what you are realistically going
to expect of him in the form of writing at some rea-,
sonable future time. A further program of observa-
tion, if it is necessary, can consist of watching the
teacher or a student in the process of writing the
'early steps,(and later the advanced ones) that will
be mentioned shortly. Still, observation andrreading
won't produce a product like the samples. Eventually'
the studen\must write something. Must he-jump from
observation tfree Writing?

The answer istuNo"%.There are any number of inter-
vening smalt1 steps, 'like the aided knee bends' in
number 3, o the partial knee bends in number 4, which
can lead the student through gradual approximations to
the larger,goal Iree writing. The first step for
a high school stude iiia,y_consist of moving from ade-
quate observation to writing one word or a title from 'P-
s model onto his own paper and keep*,ftg-it for his own
observation. A larger step consists 'of= writing only
that and then handing it to someone else ide7eview
and evaluation. Another type'of larger step consists
of'writin4nore than just a title or a\word.

'A very large step for almost all high school students
everywhere is,'believel it or not, copying one entire
title and paragraph without error. When given as the
first step in the writing program I am now describing,
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it is the cause. of more errors than.any other single
step on the whole route to acceptable free writing.

If your students succeed early in copying an accept-
able selection completely to your satisfaction -- and
Iwould urge the highest of standards at this point

then you are on the way to success with them.

At this stage we have attained the corollary'of simple
repetition in oral work: In a sense it is only an
active equivalent of observation. A critically im-
portant start has been made, but now there is a long
road to travel.

There is not space in this, paper to give detailed
information about the many steps used in gradually
reducing the student's dependence on- the mode].. Rep-
resentative examples and ca ories, however, will
suffice to illuminate the rin iple, and there are
an idinite number of variation possible.

The program from this point o can b# seen as one of
changing models into products t ,a-ke less and less
like the models until they are, in effect,liew crea-
tions, and until the models are no longer directly or
consciously used. The reworked models-have sometimes
been called transformations but they are not uniformly
to be related to transformational grammar. The steps
include substitutions, transformations, reductions,
expansions, completions, additions, revisions, com-
mentary and creations. The transformations include
types that might be called applications of transform-
ational grammar, but they are not limited to this.

Remember, getting on the road is a big step Or series
of gteps. Once you are on the road -- that means
demonstrated ability to convert a printed product in-
to a handwritten sentence, paragraph, or essay -- it
iS not a'very big step to move to substitution of one
word in the model by another word in the'student's
completed version if that word occurs only once. This
is still just a little way beyond observation. It is
another small step if the word to be svbstituted oc-
curs repeatedly. It is another small step if two or
more different words are to be substituted. And,
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provided the grammar is known or taught just before,
it is once more a small step if,one word that is sub-
stituted requires a small grammatical change else-

where. For example, a part of the model reads "He is'
here" and the assignment calls for changing "he" t6,
"they". The small additional change at Eb'require
is a substitution of "are" for "is". Such assign-
ments are built upon a host of change of gender,,

number, tense, etc. These simple gra tical terms,
often so frightening to the student, n ed not be used
at all.

The assignments can become very complex 4f multiple
types of changes are require si ultaneouky, but
fortunately this does not seem t be a necessary stage.

`,Students learn to go on to small changes in topic which%
require minimal meaning change elsewhere and this
erves as a base f6r greater topic changes later/

T ey can also m ve4nto the "free-addition" steps by,
for'example, addi another person and making all' ap-
propriate changes elsewhere. "His horse watered, Ben
is ready..." may become4"Their horses watered, Ben
and Iiarry are ready..." Obviously If "Ben" is changed.
to "the kitten" it is instead a more advanced topic
substitution and a possible production is "It's fur
dried, the kitten is ready..." If th-'s change is come
bined with free addition of a subject, you can get
"Their coats dried, the kitten and-the puppy were
ready fOr..." Other'types of additions\,, generally
more advanced, include the options for adding modifi-
ers of many kinds, time expressions, reasons, phrases
and clauses of # wide variety of types, complete sen-
tences, paragraphs, endings, beginnings, etc. These
are intermediate

2
steps among hundreds that can lead

to higher goals.

2. A sample program, in a format designed for materials
developers only, is a revision of a mimeographed paper
formerly entitled ','Worksheet. No. 3, Expanding the Writ-.

ing Horizons" by Gerald Dykstra, Richard Port and Anton-
ette Port. For students, an early model with a very
small selection of steps, by the same authors, was A
Course in Controlled Composition: Ananse Tales, 2 vols.,
Ntw York: Teachers College Press, 1966. And the newest
version is Guided`Writing: Controlled--Free, Programs
1-12, New York: McGraw-Hill, forthcoming.
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It is important at this point to make both a disclaim.:
ei andA "claimer". When there is a mistaken expecta-
tion, the most cominon one is to expect a program like
ehis to teach basic gramnar, or even pronunciation, or
other aspects of the oral base, necessary parts of
which are assumed pr*equisites' in this program for
successful writing at the upper levels. This type of
program will effectively provide little, or nothing,
that it is not designed to provide. On,the other
hand, it is an excellent way to elicit large quanti-
ties of completely acceptable writing practice at
each student's approximate* best level of contribut-
ing ability. The,sub-goals are always verylexplicit
-- to produce ..1,t completely acceptable product at what-

(, ever level thetudent is working. If he should fail,
'he tries again that same level with a,-new model.
If he fails repeatedly, he stays at one contributing
level and the source of his difficulty should, be pin-
pointed. In general, he clearly recognizes the goal
and it is within his grasp. 'If it is not, he is
probably not ready to proceed much fa er in writing
without relevant basic instruction s of the
language as indicated by the type o problem he can-

' not overcome.

The top levels of the program request substantiation
of the model, argument with the modelf and various
types of free.writing including s advanced steps

, as the following which require the s ent:

--- to write on the topic given. (A related model
has been read previously.) He must write a paragraph
for each key sentence and he may use the key word
given as a clue or suggestion for each sentence in
each paragraph;

--- to write )a paragraph.following each.(k,ey) sen-

tence given-under the topic heading (ho keywords given);

to write on the topic with a paragraph on each
suli-topic given to guide org nization. (No related-
paragraph has been seen prev uslY.)

After other intermediate steps we come to kripe aSsign-
ment that is so commonly the first assignment in many
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Classes;, Choose a topic and write (to the extent re-
quested 6y the teacher or the'materials writer or to
the extent the student feels qualified),.

4

A student can reach this level quickly if hel is quali-
fied.' If ti,can't do it, the program provides an al-

\ ternative of a sequence of sub-goals that will giVe
him many successful writing experiences at his in\

\brest level of contributiOn. It is surprising to nete
'the definable progress when there are enough definable
ub- goals. It is not necessary to teach without see-
ng progress. But there is no alternative when the

o erall goals or the sub-goals are too big and too
a orphous for the students to 'grasp.

You goals may need breaking down in order to build
up our students. Consider breaking them down to
mome t-by-moment goals.
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THE TEACHER'S BOOKSHELF

by Carol J. Kreid ler

FOR THE TEACHER'S REFERENCE-.

Linguists and language pedagogues generally agree that
the best order for presenting and practici language..
skillss listening, speaking', readipg, and iting.
A great deal of attention has been given to the first
three skills, but not nearly somuch has,been given
to the last r- writing. This is evidenced by the
limited treatment of writing or composition in many ,.

methodology books in this field., er

William Francis Mackey, in his Language Teaching
Analysis (Bloomingtod, Ind.: Indiana Univ. Press,
1965; 562 pp.), attempts to study objectively the
theories and techniques presently espoused-by lan-
guage teachers'(including teachers of English to
speakers of other languages) by listing methods and
techniques used in existing texts' and courses. In F.

his chapter entitled "Retition" he describes what
is involved in writing as "(l) the ability to shape
the letters of the alphabet (Graphics), (2) knowledge
of the right combinations of letters (Spelling), and
(3) skill in expressing onself through the written
word (Composition)"-(p. 282).

Mackey then lists some types of drills to practice
these skills. The problems of graphics are no dif-

.ferent for the Indian student than for any child
learning to write in any language, so these will not
be dealt with in any detail here. Spelling, on the
other hand, while it may not be a particularly dif-
ficult problem for the Indian student, relat6s more
closely to the general topic. Mackey reports three
types of oral and written exercises for spelling
drills: completion, in which one or two omitted let-
ters must be added by th'e student to aid him in the
ibservation :of words with which he is familiar; trans=
4iteration, in which, if a phonetic notation has been
introduced, the student rewrites words in traditional
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orthography, and dictation, in
,what he hears and checks it aga

\After the section on spelling,
sition. He 4tvides` he exercise
that he has found'in texts into
sentence modification; entence
graph\writing.

Sentencemodification exercises give the student
practice in the structure Of the language. The types
of modification exercise Mackey has found are: (1)
multiple Cheice, in which the'stUdent is asked to

. complete a sentence by choosing a wordfrom a liSt
of possibilitiee (either pictured or in words); (2)
conVersiOn,- in which the student, for example, changes '

a firMative sentences to negative, statements to quea-
tio , present tense sentences'to past', etc.; (3) word
jumbl s in which the-words of a sentence are listed
in r dom order and the student is asked to makes
sent nce out of them; (4) matchitg, in which the
-learner 'is given two coluins containing parts of sen-
tences and is asked to Combine word groups in tine
first column with appropriate word groups in the se-.
cond column- to form sentences which make sense; and
(5) alterations, in which a series bf sentences.with
underlined words is presented and the learner is
asked to rewrite the sentence changing the underlined
words to opposites, or plurals, or different tenses,

qetc.

hick the studitt,writes
nst'a\written text.

ckey turns to compv-
s for'comPositiOn. \# types;tee main pes;

composition; and par

Two of the types of sentence composition exercises
that Mackey offers are caption writing, iwwhich the
student writes a sentence or a number of intercon-
nected sentences describillei picture orseries of
pictures; and composition'or substitution tables,
from which the student produces-8 ncea. An example
of a substitution table is:

zany
drills teaching

ew
There are

ea f
exercises for practicing English

some
games drilling

several

- If the tablei are arranged in a sequence, the student
can write a series of sentences-which combine into a
paragraph -- a first step in controlled composition.
This technique is used in books by Heaton and Moody,
which are ,discussed below.
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Under paragraph writing, which may include units°
larger than the paragi6ph, Mackey lists several types
of exercises, among Went (1) precis and paraphrase,
in which the student is asked either to summarize a
paragraph in prCis form or'io rewrite it in hiso own
words; (2) narration, stimulated either by a series *
of pictures or a series of things the student knows
very well, such Se the events in his day; (3) descrip-'
tion, in which the student writes about what he sees
in, for'instance, a detailed picture; (4) exposition,
in whichrhe student is required to tell how he does
something such as riding a bicycle ; and (5) free
composition, in which the student writes composition

'about Something he is very familiar-wit IlL from either
an outline or a series pf ieading questions.

[English Sounds and Their Spellings: A Handbook for
Teachers and Students; by Robert L. Allen, Virginia f.'
'Allen and"Margaret Shute (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1966; 104 pp.), is a good source for work on spelling.
Spelling here is taken from the point' of view of the
relationship between sounds and how they are spelled.
The main emphasis is on English sounds -- the:way they
are Produced, possible special piobleis in the pro-
nUnCiation of single sounds and clusters, and; moot
important for our"purposes here, the spelling rules
for each sound, Practice is provided in heilOng,
specking, reading and writing each sound in a\variety
of spellings.3

Percival Gurrey's Teaching English as a Foreign Lan-
guage (London: Longmans, 1955; 200 pp.), in addition
to being a practical genelal methodology book, in-
cludes seven chapters on writing and on,oral and
written composition. Chapter 8, "FirstSteps in
Writing the New Language", gives suggestions for going
from simple copying to less controlled expression of
the student's own ideas. Chapter 16, "Oral,Composi-
tion", explains how to take the class from meehanical
repetition of sentences to free discussion o ideas.
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Gurrey feels the key to successful composition is in
the preparation for it that the teacher.gives. He
suggests the use of reading material, story retelling,
and asking questions, etc., as techniques for preparing
the students for oral composition. Chapter 17, "Steps
to 'Free' Written Work",'contains sugkestions for pre-
paring the student for writing in his own words.%Some
of the types of preparation for written composition
that he suggests are: oral questioning to stimulate
the students' ideas; pictures which the teacher asks

'.questl.ons about; and the reading aloud by the teacher
of interesting articles followed by the teacher's
questioning. On a morb advanced level'short speeches
or lectures and silent reading can serve to prepare je
students for composition work. Chapters 18 to 21 in-
tlude "The Beginnings of Written Composition", "Compo-
sition: The Choice of Subject", "Correcting Composi-
tions", and "How Can pdpils' Compositions Be Improved".

p
In, his preface, Currey notes that his book "gives 7

,/

preference to the urgent needs for thorough learning,/
of the language that is the medium of instruction/1n
schools and colleges". This book should theregoie
Be especially useful to teachers in'Indian schools.

'Suggestions similar to those listed above'for pre-
writing and guided writing activities ..are also to be
found in Mary Finocchiaro's Znsaikhiis a Second Ian-
*lege: From Theory to Practice (New York: Regents,

- 1964; 143 pp.). Harold B. Apen's ;taching English
as a Second Language: A Book of Readings (New York:1
McGraw-Hill, 1965; 406)p.) contains three good
articles on composrion. One, by Lois Robinson, con-)
tains the same etc nique as used in her book, Guided

# Writing and Fret Writing, which is discussed below.
Another_byAdelai a Paterno, "A Lesson on English
Modi4oifion", de ibex a.Ore-theme lesson using
structures containin modifiers and gives detailed

---" teaching techniques. Donald Xnapp's "A Focused,
Efficient Method to Relate Composition Correction to
Teaching Aims" is the, third. His compositioh check-
list is included in this ieticle.

The American TESOL Quarterly, and the British English
'Language Teaching,'journals mentioned in an earlier^
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column, frequently contain articles on guiding writing
2r teaching composition.

/
Most American books for teaching English composition
to speakers of other languages have been written for
foreign students studying, ht American universities.
Some of these are listed in this section, not neces-
sarily because they are suitable as texts for Americtp
Indian students, but because they can serve as refer-
ences for the'teacher in the information they provide
about the English language, in their examples and
discussion of forius of compositions, and in the teach-
ing techniques they use.

George E. Wishon and Julia M. Burks' Let's Write
English (2 vols., New York: AmeriCan Book, 1968; also
available in one-volume.Complete Book) is designed to
help students overcome the habits and conventions
associated with their native languages by providing
Mitthodical practice in the written forms of English.
Book 1, consisting of twelve units, deals with the
sentence patterns of written English andleadb to
paragraph writing and the writing of short composi-
tions. Each unit begins with explanation and comment
on the patterns of the unit (nounsand pronouns, basic
sentences, coordination, subordination, verb tense, ,

modal auxiliaries, prepositions, two-word verbs, etc.).
Exercises begin with a "dicto-comp", a short paragraph
which is to be read several times by the teacher and
then written from memory by the students. The "dicto-
comp", is intended to help the #tudent improve his
comprehension and provide practide in writing con-
nected discourse on the basis of this comprehension.

,This technique seems to be a useful one, and, it should
m4be easy for teachers to collect.a series of stories,

anecdotes or interesting paragraphs from newspapers,
magazines or school readers for use as "dicto- ps".

Other exercises include those which emphasize wo k with
the structure of isolated sentences (Mackey calls this
sentence mo8ification, but many of these sentepces,,,
after they have been modified, can be written in a
logical paragraph); work with paragraphs, which 'includes t

filling blanks with the forms presented in the unit;
rewriting; and paragraph construction from suggested,
topics, cues and introductory Intences.
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Book 2, also consisting of twelve units, deals with the
characteristics of major' prose forms: narration, de
scription, explanation, and argumentation. There are
alsoAnits on letter writing, theme writing, précis
:writing, newspaper writing, the library, and develop-
ing a research paper. The exercises again begin with
"dicto-comps" followed by numerous model paragraihs
with suggestions on,how the student may develop similar
paragraphs of his own.

'Lois Robinson in her Guided Writing and Free Writ/rig:
A Text in Composition for English as a Second Language
(New York: Harper and Row, 1967; 210 pp.) defines
guided writing as "writing in which one cannot make a
serious error so long as he follows directior&"
The book is divided into sections based on grammatical
points, with grammar explanations opening each section.
Oral drills often follow this explanation. The student
is then given directions for rewriting theparagraph(s).
The rewriting usually takes the form of transforming
a series ofrquestions into statements. Complete-the-
sentence and fill-the-blank exercises rare also used.

Free writing exercises follow the guided writing exer-
cises. A title and the first sentence of each para-
graph the student is asked to write'are provided.
Topics are chosen which, it is hoped, will lead the
students to use the grammatical point just presented,
but in such a way that attention it'directed toward
content while practice of the new patterns is taking
place.

II. FOR THE CLASSROOM

Classroom texts for, teaching composition in elementary
and secondary schools ane generally characterized by
a variety of techniques. For instance,they may in-
elude selected victuret which serve as the stimulus
to connected writing; /prescribed sentence patterns in
which students are permitted to make lexical choices
at various points in fixed patterns; or paragraphs with

-specified rewrite activities to provide controlled
grammatical practice.
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An excellent example of the technique involving the re-
writing of paragraphs is 4ourse in Controlled Composi--
Lion: Ananse Tales (Gerald Dykstra, Richard Port, and
Antonette Port, 2 vols., New York: Teachers College
Press, 1966). This course, as described in the Fall
1968 issue of this newsletter, is based on the West
African folk tales of an almost-spider, Ananse.' There
are undoubtedly American Indian tribal stories which
could be = substituted for the stories about Ananse.
Certainly there would be a great motivating factor in
reading, writing, and then rewriting stories that were
well-known to young and old in the Indian culture.'
The key to the success df these materials, however, is
not only the interest that they arouse, but, more im
portant, the careful orderins of the changes that the
student is asked to make as he rewrites each story.
He may be asked to change fhe.pronouns making the,

necessary verb adjudtments, change the verb tense,
add a new element to. the sentences, or combine them
in various ways. \These changes must be sequenced to
provide for step -by -step progress and for almost error-
free products.

In some American-prepared general course materials
one will find a conscious attempt to include work on
composition. Such is the case'wifh, for example, the
National Council of Teachers of English series',
English for Today (William R. Slager, Ralph E. Robin-
ett, and others, eds., 8 vols., New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1962-66). Beginning with Book 3 of the series
of six books, the lessons contain provision for com-
position work. This is carefully controkled composi-
tion,.or based on the reading of the lesson and directed
by questions to stimulate, yet organize the students.
thinking. In their suggestions to the teacher in the
Teacher's Text the editors suggest the following steps
in going from reading to writing: copying; dictation
(suggestions are given for handling dictations);
copying with simple substitutions; writing the answers
to questions based on the reading; summaries of the
readings; and original composition (two detailed
assignment on the first lesson are included).

Guided Composition Writing, by Florence Baskoff
(Montreal: Librairie Marcel Didier, 1969; 251 pp.;
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available from the U.S,'representatives: Chilton
Books, Center for Curriculum Development in Audio-
Visual Language-Teaching, PhiladelphiasTa. 19106)
presents thirty model compositions, each followed by
noted on expressions and points of usage related to
the subject, and composition exercises such as ques-
tions on the model, or outlines that lead the students
to write new, compositions similar to the model. A
quiz based on the model concludes each section, with
blanks for the students to write in indicated forms,
or directions for substitutions that require re-
writing the model. Some lessons also include brief
grammar notes and exercises.

The last two sections of the book cover paragraph
construction and composition development,°rules for
spelling, punctuation, capitalization, pluralization,
etc., and letter writing.- Although the course is
part ofva program for university level fpTeign stu-
dents, the model compositions betin at a low inter-
mediate level, and the content of the composition is
suitable or easily adaptable for Indian high school
students.

J.B. Heaton's Composition Through Pictures ,(London:
Longmans, 1966; 54 pp.) can be\used for oral or writ-
,ten composition. It contains a series of 32 cartoon-
like simple black and white lineldrawings._ In most
cases- the pictures are a series of
three built around a thine such as camping, making

,

tea; monkeys imitating a man, a pi"cnic, a poor boy
with a few coins. The stories ,the pictures tell
would be of interest to those from the junior high
level to the adult level. The new vocabulaiy (those
words which are not in the student's active vocabu,lary)
is listed below(each picture. A substitution table
provides practice on a particular sentence pattern.
Also included are questions which attempt to focus the
attention of the student oft the pertinent points in,
the picture.

L.A. Hill has produced a graded series of five book-,

lets for work on composition'in overseas schools.
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EWmentary ComRositioD Pieces (London: Oxford liatv.
Press, 1964; 64 pp,) contains 28 paragraph stories
which Uhe students are to copy. The stories ar
limited to. it 1000.sword vocabulary and the grammatical
patterns sire also limited to the more basic sentence
pattern .types.. The students have the opportunity to 0.

change the story slightly by choosing one of the three
or four possible words at.certain points in.the sen-
tences. This is similar to the substitution table

\ technique for teaching composition..

The Intermediate. Stories for .comfosition (with Prom
Popkin, 2 vols:,: London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1967)
Workbook contains skeletons for compositions. The
essential content words are given in paragraph form,
separated by blanks which are usually (but not always).
to be filled in by the students. A 1500-word vocabu-
lary is appended. The Companion volume giVes sug-
gested completed stories.

,

`Hill's Picture Composition. Book (2 vols,., London:,
Longmans, 1960) contains 28 series. of eight pictures
(e.g.., a woman losing a bracelet while. fishing, a
fallen tree on the railroad;tr-acks, what happens when
a fire is too near a house; rescue at sea during
a storm, catching a tiger). The Teachers' Guide tells
the story and suggests questpns which the teacher
can ask the students before.they'are asked to write.

The Outline Composition Book (London) Oxford Univ.
Press, 1966; 87 pp.) is designed to giye the students
more freedom in their writing but still provide a°
considerable amount of,help It contains'thirty
topics For each of them Hillsivs extensive su
gestiona as background preparation for writing and

'usually a list of five to ten points to be covered in
the composition/. Each topic is followed by a kind of
dictionary of useful words and°phrases-and some struc..
ture points. This is an attempt to remind the students
of previously taught English structures that they can
correctly use in their compositions.

Hill's Free Composition Book (London: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1966; 75 pp.) contains 333 topics arranged.
according;-:to. difficulty. Each topic is followed -by

q**
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a number of questions that help the student writer
think about'the subj ct and arrange his material

./2systematically. In he introduction Hill gives many
hints to the teacher of composition and some hints to
thewriter.,

K.W. Moody's Written English Under Control (Ibadan:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1966; 149 pp.) contains a series

, of exercises in the form of substitution tables. The
:exercises are designed to give the student practice
in accurate expression while,cate ully controlling
what he writes. In addition,.Moo y gives practice
in writing styles which are suit ble to the subject
and to the audience. Each frame (illUstrating.a .

partieular type of writing: nark tive,.dialogue,
exposition, etc.) consists of se eral sentences with
choices of lexical ems in almost'every slot. Choices

1 atitsomewhat'controlled by the ontent so that though
,

' gratgatical errors axe not poss ble in the frame, the .
btudent must pay attention to m ening.

After the student-has written she paragraph by making
choices from the first substit tion frame, he is sent
to Stage 2 aid then Stage 3. ach stage supplies Q

progreisively less informatio and the, student has
more and more opportunity to se his own'choice of

1 words. In Stage 4,the4studen is asked to write a
,

,paragraphs of- his own stimulat d by a series of ques
tionsoor suggescions. The i troduction'alsogives
suggestions for/oral practic: before writing begills.-
Since the book was written f Nitligeria, there is
some reflectitrn of this in e cultural content. It

, also reflects British usage

_In,general the writers of oaks on composition put
strong emphasis on the nee for preparatidn for writ-
ing. The teacher must sti ulate thee

set the context for im, suggest and discuss
ideas he will need and he p him to select appropriate
lexical and grammatical orms. It is hoped that this
coluthnvill have. provide enough discussion of suc-
cessful techniques to en ble teachers to give their
students the assistance they need.
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III. NEW AND FORTHCOMING MATERIALS

A new general'stuay of language teaching methodology
deserVes mention her: Wilga M. Rivers" Teaching
Foreign-Language Skills (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Press, 1968; 403 pp.).. The book consists of theoret-.
ical but very readable discussion of the linguistic
and pedagogical background to the teaching of foreign
language skills, for teachers of any foreign language.
As she did in her ear er book, The Psychologist and
the Foreign-Language Teac Chicago: Univ. of Chica-
go Press, 1964; 212 pp.), the author presents the
theory behind several points of.view on each Subject
she treats. Annotated reading lists at the end of
each chapter and a comprehqhsive bibliography-at the
end of, the book direct the'teader to sources of spe-
cific techniques and of examples from partScular lan-
guages. The,book is aimed at teachers of Secondary
school students, but note is occasionally made of
applications to ,other age,groups as well.

David P. Harris, whose tektbook, Reading Improvement
Exercises, was described in the Winter 1969 issue Of
this newsletter,.has now written.Testing English as
a Second Language (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969; 151
pp.).. According to the Preface (p. vii), "The two-
fold objective of the book is to enable the ESL.
teacher both,to improve his own classroom measures
and to make sound assessments of standardized tests

'Nowhich he may from time to time be asked to select;
administer, and interpret." The book includes the
general purposes and methods of language testing;
specific techniques for testing grammar, aural compre-
hension, vocabulary, reading, writing and oral pro-
duction; construction'and administration of tests;
interpretation of test results; and the,calculation
of basic test statistics. Thebook has been written
not for the testing specialist aut for the classroom
teacher.

The following materials are soon to be,published:

Patricia. HeffernanCabrera, Audio-Visual English,
Sets l'and 2, New York: Collier-Nacmillan, 1469.
This is a series of filmstrip sets which could be.7
used tp supplement basic courses.. Each set-contains
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V

ten color filmstrips, records and a script-guide.
Topics covered include: telling time, numbers, colors,
the calendar, and occupations. A sample kit is avail-
able from the publishers (address: 866 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022):

Robert Lado, Lado Eng4th SprieE, 13 vols., tapes,
New York: Regents, 1969. This series of six basic
texts, six workbooks and a teacher's manual is de.-
signed for high school and college students at begin-
ning, intermediate and advanced levels. Basic seri,
tence patterns are introduced in model sentences, es-
tablished by audio - lingual drills and Alinforced by
speaking and reading exercises. The first three books
are to-be available in September 1969 and the last

a,
throe in April 1970.
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